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THE BRIDGE

Journal of the
Danish American Heritage Society

A GREAT MANY AMERICANS are becoming aware of a need to
perpetuate their cultural heritage. Efforts by early immigrants to
blend into American society created a melting pot, often without
emphasis on cultural traditions. Second, third, and fourth
generation Americans of Danish and other ethnic descent recently
have discovered an interest in their intellectual, cultural, and social
heritage and are determined, at least in part, to retain it.

DANISH AMERICANS have a unique opportunity to participate
in two cultures. Yet, because of a rapid blending into American
society, few enjoy the completeness of this dual heritage of Danish
and American traditions. Fortunately, however, many individuals
from the present generation have discovered that their interest in
Danish culture is shared by others.

DANISH AMERICANS should understand the significance of
preserving the history found in the records and artifacts of Danish
immigrants. This history reflects the ideals, capabilities, and
traditions brought to the New World. Here it was blended with
contributions from immigrants of other nationalities into contemporary American life. It is important that Americans who have an
interest in the Danish cultural contribution to the United States
make an effort to preserve those customs and historical artifacts
for future generations.

Editorial Statement
Deepest Roots - Finest Fruits, the lead article in this, the sixth,
issue of The Bridge was a stimulating and thoughtful address by
Johannes Knudsen to the second Pacific Northwest Danish
Cultural Conference in Menucha, Oregon, July 5, 1980. It
deserves to be shared with a larger audience.

Marianne T. Stecher has written about Danish settlements in
Fresno County, California. It is the first of its kind to be published
in The Bridge, and it is based on careful research. It is hoped that
it will stimulate similar studies of Danish settlements in the
U.S.A. and Canada. Harald R. Jensen has translated a true short
story told by Holger 0 . Nilesen (in Danish). The story is about an
incident that took place in a Danish immigrant colony on
Nebraska's prairie, and it is one with which we can relate.
We are much concerned about archives. To encourage and
enliven interest in the preservation of historical documents and
materials we present two articles: One is about the Archives at
Grand View College, Des Moines, Iowa, by Thorvald Hansen,
which also describes the Danish Immigrant Archival Listing
(DIAL) project. The other is by J.R. Christianson and discusses the
efforts that have been made and the measures that still need to
be taken to insure preservation of Scandinavian American archival materials. Otto Sorensen's presentation of his translations
of Nis Petersen's poetry was so well received at the 1980
Menucha Conference that we thought our readers might enjoy
still another aspect of the work of this poet.
Frederick Hale, in an extensively documented article, The Danish
Colonization Society of 1879, elaborated on an interesting and
largely unsuccessful effort to encourage emigration from
Denmark a century ago. In Reminiscenses From A Long Life Ane
Helene Paulsen describes her childhood and youth in Denmark,
her transplant to America and the struggles and rewards of immigrant family life in the new land. (A little long, perhaps, but
what should be deleted?). We are most grateful to Inga Wiehl for
her translation of Martin A. Hansen's story. Dr. Wiehl 's introduction says all that needs to be said . We end with a review of
Dr. Johannes Knudsen's book, The Formation of The Lutheran
Church In America, by Rev. Einar Farstrup. As Rev. Farstrup infers, the immigrant had special concerns and when mergers were
contemplated or took place these had to be taken into account.
* ** ************ ** ************* * *** * ** ***
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The Danish American Heritage Society has been in existence for
almost four years . At its inception we set forth a few brief
statements of purpose and some goals and objectives (see inside
and back covers of The Bridge). We did not define, in detail, or attempt to be specific about what we had in mind. Rather, we
thought that through the publication of a journal, The Bridge, and
some exploring and reporting in a Newsletter, a concensus as to
the direction the Society should take would emerge. We resolved
to be sensitive to suggestions and viewpoints by those who supported our efforts. To date we have been encouraged, pleased
and rewarded by the support received, the insights expressed and
the suggestions made as to the direction to be taken .
************* ************** *************

We continue to seek material for publication. An overall
guideline as to the kind of material is indicated by what has been
published in The Bridge to date. However, we hasten to add that
the possibilities are by no means exhausted . Following are some
minimal guidelines:
Material submitted should be in harmony with the goals
and objectives of the Danish American Heritage Society,
with special emphasis on material contributing to the
exploration and understanding of the Danish immigrant
experience.
Articles should be 3000-6000 words in length, however,
shorter or longer articles will not be excluded per se. All
material should be typed and double-spaced.
Both scholarly and popular articles, as well as memoirs
and reminisences, are encouraged .
Reviews of articles and books shou ld contain pertinent
bibliographic information which would enable readers to
find the material reviewed.
Contributors should submit a biographical statement of
100-200 words from which a brief identifying paragraph
can be written .
Arnold N. Bodtker, 29672 Dane Lane
Junction City, Oregon 97448 ....... .......... ... President and Editor
Gerald Rasmussen, 29681 Dane Lane
Junction City, Oregon 97448 ........... .... ... ...... ...... Vice President
Karen McCumsey, 410 Laurel
Junction City, Oregon 97448 .. ...... ....... ................ .. .... Secretary
Egon Bodtker, 1132 Newport Drive
Salem, Oregon 97302 .... ........ ...... ............................... Treasurer
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Deepest Roots - Finest Fruits
By Johannes Knudsen
Roots and fruits have an affinity in the natural order of
things. It cannot be denied, of course, that the technical skills of
our day can create marvels in sterile isolation or hot-house splendor, almost without roots. Nor must it be ignored that quickly
growing plants with frail surface contacts to water and nutrients
can grow luscious fruits. I would rather eat a strawberry than an
acorn. Thus it shall not be contended that finest fruits require
deepest roots. But let not the logic of cause and effect stifle a
theme. Roots and fruits are valuable and related factors of
growth, and thus of life. They are not necessarily linked by
sequence or logic but they are worthy of an inter-related
consideration.
It shall be contended, however, that the practical and
pragmatic attitudes of our modern world have abandoned some
of the natural and normative forces and relationships of nature.
In our day we remove ourselves from contact with nature and its
processes, factors that have been important to long generations
of our ancestors. We fertilize the soil with chemicals and control
the weeds with herbicides. The nature and depth of roots are no
longer so important. Fruits can be gained by artificial means. And
this fact can be applied as a metaphor to human relations. Even
as we raise our plants and animals in artificial environments, we
rear our children in sterile palaces of theoretical perfection. We
relate to spiritual values through electronic communication. We
promote immediate and superficial consequences and we no
longer look for long-term causes or distant goals. We abandon
vision as well as perspective. The profound and the far-reaching
give way to the dramatic and the entertaining. The deep penetration into the soil of a tap root is an almost forgotten factor. Fruits
look brilliantly attractive but have often lost their savor.
There are many causes of our theoretical and artificial
approaches. May I mention one ancient factor, prominent in
western culture. It has to do with our classical, Hellenic heritage.
The great and philosophical Greeks taught us to rationalize, i.e.
to remove ourselves from personal involvement and to evaluate
the phenomenal world impersonally, a great achievement. The
result was the creation of a world of ideas, of concepts. This
ability to rationalize, to draw conclusions and to utilize these in a
practical way, is incalculably significant for civilization. It is the
foundation for our practical world, especialy, of course, for
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science. But the rational and theoretical approach has a tragic
and often unrecognized consequence. It impersonalizes not only
our relationship to physical phenomena but to cultural and
religious values as well. It is no longer as important to share life
as it is to observe, analyze and evaluate. On the one hand we
manipulate ideas and create the technical marvels of our time.
On the other hand we manipulate ideas and artificialize our
culture and our religion.
Let me illustrate the two consequences of the Greek heritage.
On the positive side we observe the functions of the created
world and formulate the so-called laws of nature, the laws, for instance, of gravity, mass and energy. An Einstein combines these
into a unified equation. We use our formulated experience to
create marvels, culminating, for instance, in atomic energy and
space rockets, brilliant examples of the function of observation,
rationalization and application. On the negative side, as I see it,
we also observe, analyze and define the personal and the divine,
and we lose I iving contact. We theorize about their nature and
function. We are so committed to analyses of human nature that
we fail to share life itself and no longer become personally involved . We relate to so many notions about God that we fail to
enter into the world of worship. Consequentially, we manipulate
ideas and fail to enter into the heart and soul of culture and
religion.
The ideas mentioned above could be validated by extensive
documentation, but let the postulate suffice and let me proceed
to the matter of our heritage concern. Here I shall contend that
the impersonalization also applies. Narrowing this down, let me
state a theme: The origin and nature of our cultural values as an
ethnic group with Danish roots run deeper and bear finer fruits
than most heritage claimers in our day of ethnic revival appreciate. We observe, we rationalize and we institutionalize, but
do we share what we are talking about in full measure? Many
heritage enthusiasts, often recent converts, enshrine the customs
arid mores of their grandparents. Many are enmeshed in the immigrant syndrome. Some even elevate the fellowship experiences of their youth to be the sum total of heritage. A few go
back to the romantic and nationalistic outbursts of the nineteenth century. The manifestations of short-term and superficial
assimilations are then capsulized, conceptualized, and institutionalized. The resultant package is claimed as heritage and its
creators proclaim themselves as the guardians of this heritage.
Consequently there is little appreciation of the depth and scope
of cultural and religious values. There is a claim of heritage, but
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it must be understood that there is a great difference between
claiming a heritage and seeking it.
It shall be the contention of this paper that our life as an
ethnic group, as well as the life of the people from which we
have our derivation, have much deeper roots and bear finer fruits
than we as third and fourth generation immigrant children immediately appreciate. Let me talk about the roots first. In this
area I am first of all prompted and sustained in ideas about
depth by the insights into basic human characteristics and their
ancient origins given to us by the revealers of the genetic code. I
am furthermore prompted and strengthened by the revealed insights of recent archeological efforts in Scandinavia and the
British Isles. Danish culture and character are not late blooms
created by nineteenth century upsurges. Nor are they merely
slow growths from the Middle Ages on to the present. They have
deep roots in the life of a people which had fostered a significant
culture a thousand years ago. This was a culture which was independent of the culture of the Mediterranean area, which
historians usually hail as the roots of western culture. It was in
many and important respects different from the Greco-Roman
culture.
Our roots as individuals of Danish descent go back to a
culture and a people with identity as early as the blossoming of
culture in Hellas and certainly in Rome. By saying this I am not
depreciating the classical basis of our western culture. It has
significant and fundamental value for me. I am merely saying that
this is only one great cultural surge of ancient times and that
it is not the one to which we are immediately indebted. Our roots
go back to the movements of a people, whose origins we cannot
delineate but which moved into Europe east and north of the
Alps, the great dividing barrier. This people populated central
and northern Europe, including what we call France, the British
Isles and the Scandinavian north. It developed a character and a
culture independent of and different from the Mediterranean
cultures. The Celtic people, the Germanic people, and their offspring the Nordic people, have a culture apart from the GrecoRoman culture and in some respects comparable to this. The one
great handicap for understanding it is the lack of a written
language, therefore the lack of a literature and the sophisticated
fruits of language. The core of this people was transmitted orally,
vocally, when it was written down eventually, as in the case of
the Icelandic Eddas, it revealed ancient treasures of great profundity.
Western historians have been blinded too long by the pre-
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judicial attitudes toward the ancient Nordics engendered by
monastic scribes in medieval France and England. The Vikings
have been branded as crude and barbaric bullies, and the image
of "Hagar the Horrible" has beclouded American vision . Now,
however, even English scholars have started to probe the
character and culture of our ancient forebears, and we are finding things that are important to us. The Danish people of a thousand years ago, commonly called Vikings, had a highly
developed social organization and a sophisticated esthetical
culture. Their conquest of England was not just a display of raw
power and butality; it was a masterpiece of organizational skill
and social coherence. We must abandon the romantic tales
brought to us by Saxo in which he has given personality expression to a series of legendary events. The kings of the story, Dan,
Skjold, Vermund and Uffe, Rolf Krake may have historic points of
contact and they may have interpretive value, but they have
been proved to be ancient Germano-Celtic tales given personification in the north. Even Beowulff belongs in this category.
The probe has long been going on in Denmark and it is not
yet complete. Historians are starting to summarize the results
but not too much understanding has yet reached the popular
mind, especially in our country. It has long been known that the
Nordic peoples were socially and culturally homogenized in a
way different from the autocracy and class-rule of the Roman
empire. It has also been known, or surmized, that the social views
and congruence of the Nordics form the basis of modern AngloAmerican ideas of civil rights, but this is being further pursued .
Perhaps the cultural harmony, the non-dichotomized character,
can best be seen in the shaping of Christianity in the North. It is
now rather well established that Christianity came to Denmark
primarily from the Celtic church of the British Isles. Ansgar fades
into the background as a tool of empire and papacy. The excavations at Jelling in recent years have affirmed the Celtic connection rather sensationally. So we must look to the Celtic church. It
was, in its nature and shape, different from the Mediterranean
church, from the Roman church. It was not only thoroughly acculturated to the ways of the people into which it was
assimilated. Nor was it merely independent of Rome in its decentralization. It was indigenously and harmoniously a part of the
life of the people. It was a " folkelig" church, even as most of the
churches of northern Europe are "folkelige" in their basic nature
today.
It is to the culture of this people that our roots go back today.
There are, of course, many important phases of development be-
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tween this people and our life now. The lore of the Middle Ages,
the renewal of humanism and the Reformation, the growth of
enlightenment, education and science, the evolution of the rule
of the people, the great agricultural changes and reforms, the
flourishing of art and literature in the various phases of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the contribution of great personalities, all these are part of our heritage and we have roots to
them. But the tap roots go way back and we neglect them only to
our own detriment. The intimacy of culture and religion in this
rootage is a feature that can be excluded only at the cost of
destroying the very nature of the heritage.
You may ask : Of what value is all this for fourth generation
Americans? The answer is: If fourth-generation Americans are to
be conscious of our heritage and be appreciative of it, we must
penetrate beyond the customs and mores of our grandparents.
We must rely on more than surface contacts through top-soil
roots. We must shed the immigrant complex, and we must give
up the idea that the fellowship experiences of our own youth are
necessarily Danish heritage or that Danish heritage is limited to
this. Like Alexander Haley we must go back in history.
But what have tap roots to do with fruits? Do they necessarily
produce the finest fruits? The answer to the second question is:
Of course not! There is not an absolute connection although
there may be a likely one. The purpose of my theme is not to link
roots and fruits in obvious and required succession. It is to state
that " finest fruits" is another important metaphor which is
helpful in evaluating heritage. And we must recognize that not
all our rootage might be an asset. It has been said, that if we go
far enough back in our ancestry, we would all find a horse thief.
Most of us carry in our genes potentials for weaknesses and
disease. The Danish temperament of inferiority complex and
vacillation has not always stood us in good stead . The modern
Denmark, as J¢rgen Thorgaard told the Danish Interest Conference, is in as great a turmoil and transition as America. But
having admitted all this, there are " finest fruits" in our treasury
which we must fully appreciate.
Some of the fruits of our heritage are " fine fruits" beyond our
reach and appreciation . With an appropriate term the Germans
speak of Feinkultur. It includes the high peaks of art, music,
literature, education, science and philosophy, and we may not be
able to scale these peaks. In general, however, this is an
important part of heritage, and the Danish heritage takes a back
seat to none. Give me the privilege of just mentioning areas and
names. In literature: Holberg, Oehenschlager, Hans Christian
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Andersen, Blicher, Pontoppidan, Nex</>, Kaj Munk. In the art of
painting: Eckersberg, Zarhtmann, Skovgaard, Willumsen. In
SCL\lpture: Thorvaldsen, Bissen, Kai Nielsen. In music: Kuhlau,
Gade, Carl Nielsen, Laub. In science: Tycho Brahe, Ole R</>mer,
H. C. Oersted, Niels Finsen, Niels Bohr. In philosophy:
Kierkegaard, H</>ffding, Gr</>nbech. The list does not include
names for education, philology, architecture, design, theatre,
exploration, etc. These are a minimum of representatives and
areas. The individuals are persons of great talent and inspiration,
but they are also representatives and expressions of centuries of
accumulated culture.
Elitist culture is, in many ways, a refined expression of a
people's ancient culture. Folk culture, expressed in the corporate
legacies of folk-lore, folk-wisdom, social contexts, initiative and
mutuality, is also a fine fruit of an ancient heritage. It has revered
ourpourings in ballads and tales, in proverbs and down-to-earth
philosophy. But it is also expressed in character traits of honesty,
integrity, diligence, perseverance, social attitudes, neighborliness, and a stubborn and resistant independence with a long defiance of autocracy and class rule. It is both corporate and individualistic. The fruits are inherited through many generations
of growth and preparation. They are environmental manifestations, but they are also a part of a genetic legacy.
We could stop at this point and satisfy ourselves with a
descriptive presentation, but we must go a step further in
characterization and evaluation. The flowering of elitist culture
and the manifestations of folk culture are not only social
evidence of a long trail. They are not only outbursts of individual
efforts of persons upon whom genius has settled. They are
manifestations of a human spirit given growth, maturity and
flowering. Their nature is not only sociological; it is spiritual. The
spirit has grown out of human factors of an individual and
corporate nature. But there has also been an ancient relation of
culture and religion. Or rather, religion has been an integral
factor in this growth. The roots reach back into dim ages of cultic
life. Since the time, more than a thousand years ago, when
merchants and warriors made contact with Christianity, and
since King Harald made his epochal decision in the middle of the
tenth century to accept the Christian faith, the Christian worship
and its fruits have been an integral and inseparable part of the
Danish heritage.
If we claim a heritage, it is not enough to describe it and to
conceptualize it. To claim a heritage we must seek its deepest
roots and share its finest fruits.
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Johannes Knudsen is the editor of Kirke og Folk, a periodical published by the Danish Interest
Conference of the Lutheran Church of America. Dr. Knudsen was president of Grand View
College, Des Moines, Iowa, from 1942 to 1952, and Inter Dean of Graduate Studies at the
Lutheran School of Theology in Chicago . He oa,ted the Selected Writings of N.F.S .
Grundtvig , and participated extensiuely in the translations.
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Danish Settlement in
Fresno County, California:
An example of acculturation
to a foreign environment.
1880-1920
By Marianne T. Stecher
Danish settlers were first attracted to Fresno County, California, in the late 1870's. By 1920, at the close of the era of Danish
immigration, 1,839 Danes, 1 % of the entire Danish population of
the United States, lived in Fresno County.' The idea of Mediterranean crops thriving on twenty acres of fertile soil was tempting
to aspiring farmers. The possibility of confining farm work to
such a small land area seemed more preferable than onehundred and sixty acres of spreading wheat fields in the midwestern prairie. A prospering fruit farm or a vineyard in sunny
California was a dream of luxury for a young farm worker from
Denmark, but the agriculture and climate, as well as the ethnic
diversity of Fresno County, were very different from that which
immigrants had known in Denmark. Although they initially
accomodated themselves to these differences, their new
surroundings actually prompted them to settle in close-knit
Danish neighborhoods, to establish Danish church congregations, and to maintain a traditional way of life. A close study of
the immigrants' new lives in Fresno County and the development
of their community will illustrate one way in which Danes
reacted to the experience of immigration.
The social origins and motivations of the Danes who settled
in Fresno County between 1880 - 1920 were typical of Danish
immigrants during that era. The immigrants came from similar
social-class backgrounds. Most were landless farm laborers and
domestic servants. Their emigration was primarily caused by
economic and political changes in Denmark during the late 19th
Century~ Fresno County's Danish population represents three
groups of immigrants: those who immigrated directly from Denmark, those from Slesvig-Holstein, and those who made a second
migration from the midwestern states to California. The Danes
who migrated to Fresno County from the midwest were farmers
who had settled in the prairie states during the earlier phases of
immigration following the Homestead Act of 1862. However, the
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different backgrounds of these three groups of immigrants did
not create visible social distinctions among the Danes in Fresno
County.
Unique agricultural opportunities made the San Joaquin
Valley attractive to aspiring farmers from Denmark and the midWest The completion of the Central Pacific Railroad, the colonization of the lands, and the construction of an irrigation
system in the 1870's and 80's set the stage for the arrival of
immigrants in the following decades. Irrigated Mediterranean
crops had been introduced to the San Joaquin Valley by the
Spanish missionaries and had developed into a potentially profitable form of agriculture.
FRESNO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
and
some areas of Danish Settlement

Fresno County stretches across the southern part of the San
Joaquin Valley from the desert region in the west to the Sierra
Mountains in the east. The southern half of the county has a
semi-arid climate, and has become one of the most vital agricultural regions in California . Today fruits and nuts are the foremost
farm products, and Fresno County produces the greatest portion
of raisin grapes and plums in the state of California.
A commercial plan for the agricultural colonization of the
San Joaquin Valley in the late 1870's attracted the first signifi-
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cant groups of Danish immigrants to Fresno County! Large tracts
of land were subdivided into twenty acre lots and sold to aspiring
immigrant and American farmers. In 1877 the lots in the first
colony sold for one thousand dollars~ Land speculators profited
immensely from these land sales and the price was attractive to
immigrants.
The success of the first colony, Central California Colony,
was ensured by an extensive advertising campaign describing the
wonderful conditions of the climate and soil. Other colonies
were quickly established in the following years. Washington,
Scandinavian, American and Fresno Colonies attracted Danish
settlers . The West-coast Danish-American newspaper, Bien,
played a significant role in attracting Danes to Fresno County by
advertising land sales and promoting Danish real estate agents.
Overwhelmed by the appealing descriptions of the agricultural colonies, Danish immigrants did not have a realistic picture
of the physical environment of the San Joaquin Valley. Although
the irrigation system was under construction, the land was essentially barren when the first colonists arrived in the late 1870's.
The ground was covered by a fine sandy soil. No trees or vines
had yet been planted to hold down this shifting soil and the wind
easily stirred up sand storms . Coyotes, grass-hoppers, ground
squirrels and jack rabbits in large numbers also plagued the first
settlers~ Although most land in the county was potentially fertile,
some areas had a high alkali content in the soil. The farmers of
Central Colony, many of them Danes, struggled for years to find
an effective means of decreasing the alkali content.
Immediately following their arrival , Danish immigrants were
faced with the most severe adjustments to their new environment. The oppressive summer heat and the endless flat land were
a shocking contrast to the mild climate and gentle countryside of
Denmark. The initial reaction of a young Danish woman, Stinne
Jensen, who immigrated to Fresno County in 1909 must have
been typical. On a hot summer day she stepped off the train in
Selma and, after a glance at her new surroundings, remarked :
" Well, I'm happy to visit here, but I certainly don't want to
stay! " 7
Perhaps more significant than the climatic difference, was
the difference in farming methods between Fresno County and
Denmark. Fresno's agriculture presented entirely new farming
methods to Danish farm laborers. For example, it was necessary
for Danish immigrants to learn the careful process of picking and
drying Thomson seedless grapes and Elberta peaches. The
harvested fruit needed to meet the standards of the fruit and
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raisin grower's associations . All the harvesting work was done
painstakingly by hand. Grapes were picked in bunches and laid
on the ground between the rows to dry in the sun on both sides .
Then the raisins had to be " sweated" (completely dried), divested
of stalks and finally hauled to " The Growers Sun-Maid Raisin
Corporation" in Kingsburgh~
It was also typical for Danish farmers to grow peaches - another type of work unfamiliar to Scandinavians. The delicate
peaches had to be carefully picked, halved, pitted, and spread on
wooden flakes to dry in the sun for one day. Removing peach
stones was a task often done by women - the farmer's wife,
children, or hired girls. The dried and pitted peaches were then
smoked by sulfur fumes in a smoke house over night. The
harvesting of figs and apricots involved similar work.
Farmers in Fresno County tended to diversify their twenty
acres of crops. Planting only a few acres of each crop was a form
of security guarding the farmer against his inexperience and the
limited agricultural technology. Fruit farming in Fresno County
was appealing to Danish farm workers because it did not confine
them to the farm on a daily basis as did farm practices in
Denmark during this era. Although the seasonal work of harvesing and preparing fruit was perhaps monotonous, it was physically less demanding than the year-around, daily tasks of feeding
and tending livestock in Denmark.
Thus, due to the unique climate and agricultue of the San
Joaquin Valley, the experience of Danes in Fresno County differed in many ways from that of other Danish farmers in the
United States. The majority of rural Danish immigrants settled in
regions of the country which were agriculturally similar to
Denmark, emphasizing livestock, grain, and dairy production.
Often Danish immigrants were able to continue their traditional
practices of Mixed European Farming which involved a variety of
animals and grain crops? However, in Fresno County traditional
Danish mixed farming practices were restricted by environmental circumstances.
Not only was Fresno County's Mediterranean climate and
agriculture novel to Danish immigrants, but its social milieu was
also distinctly different from Denmark. The colonization of the
lands in the late 1870's had attracted immigrant groups from
many European countries-not exclusively Scandinavian immigrants as was often the case in mid-Western farming states.
The social acculturation of Danish immigrants who worked as
farm hands and domestic servants during their first years was
affected by the existence of these other immigrant groups in
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Fresno County.
By working for established farmers during their first years,
Danish immigrants learned these new farming methods. Apparently Danish farm workers adapted quickly because they
were motivated by their ambition to become independent
farmers. The daughter of a Danish immigrant farmer recalled the
attitude of Danes in Fresno County: " The quicker you could
become independent, the better you were doing. You were looked up to, if you were able to ju st step right into farm work and
become independent. " 10
In the realm of language, diet and social contact, there was
considerable difference in the experience of Danish immigrants
depending on their place of employment. Because farm laborers
and domestic servants boarded at their work-place, the nationality of their employer determined significant details in their daily
lives. For example, one can speculate on the situation of two
young Danish farm hands, who according to the Manuscript
Schedules of 1880, boarded with a Prussian farmer, his family,
and a French cook .11
Thus, during the first years following their arrival in Fresno
County, Danish immigrants made initial adjustments motivated
by their desire to achieve an independent status. They over-came
their illusions of an idyllic life of fruit-farming. Immigrants
accepted the reality of their new situation and made considerable adjustments in their daily lives.
However, despite their outward appearance of assimilation
Danish immigrants reacted against their new environment in
other aspects of their life. It seems that the desire of the
immigrants to recreate a familiar cultural framework in their new
lives was encouraged by their completely foreign surroundings.
Once a Danish immigrant was able to purchase a lot, build a
house and barn, and cultivate his own land, he strove to reestablish Danish cultural and social patterns in the various
aspects of his life. This tendency among Fresno County's rural
Danes, is quite apparent in their residential and marriage patterns, farming life-style and church life.
Because of the Danish immigrant's inexperience with farming
practices in the San.Joaquin Valley and his initial language barrier, affiliation with the Danish community in Fresno County was
crucial from the moment of arrival. In fact, this connection was
often established prior to emigration from Denmark. Family and
village relationships were significant factors in drawing
immigrants to Fresno County.
For instance, such a network of relationships was at work
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drawing new immigrants from the small village of N¢rre Farup,
located close to Ribe, to the Selma-Parlier community in Fresno
County.12 Established immigrants encouraged their brothers, sisters,
cousins and girlfriends to make the long journey to Fresno.
Letters describing the attractions of California were sometimes
accompanied by money to pay for the trip. Relatives were
carefully instructed to get off the train in Selma and simply walk
across the street to Skomager Rasmussen's place. The following
day either Jess Andersen or Bendiks Tobiasen, two of the
established Danish farmers in the area, arrived with a horse and
buggy and drove the new immigrants out to their farms." Often
relatives and friends were employed on the Andersen or
Tobiasen place until they found other employment, or were able
to begin farming themselves. In this way, many Danes from
N¢rre Farup settled in the Selma-Parlier area between 1900-1910. In
some cases, all of the brothers and sisters of large families
relocated in Fresno County. And, to a certain extent, the original
village was re-established.
These village and kinship ties between immigrants contributed to the creation of Danish neighborhoods in the rural
parts of Fresno County. The Manuscript Schedules for the 10th
Census of 1880 show a residential concentration of Danish farming families in Central Colony only three years after its establishment.14 Neighborhood clusters of the first Danish colonists also
existed in the nearby Washington and American Colonies as well
as in Scandinavian Colony lying northeast of Fresno City.15 These
small clusters of Danish farms continued to form spontaneously
in the following decades throughout the county.
The circulation of Danish-American newspapers exemplifies
how neighborhood interaction involved the common interests of
Danes. Den Danske Pioneer and Bien were important reading
materials for immigrants who had not yet learned to read
English. Agnes Poulsen Kay recalls: " Well a subscription costs
money, so someone subscribed to it and then the expenses were
shared, or a more affluent family had a subscription, and then it
was passed from family to family until it was hardly readable." 16
These close-knit Danish neighborhoods in Fresno County
were located side by side with other national and racial groups.
Danes were neighbors to Americans and Northern European
immigrants, especially Swedes, Norwegians, Englishmen,
Irishmen and Germans.11 At the turn of the century Japanese immigrants began arriving in the San Joaquin Valley as agricultural
laborers. The Alien Land Law however, prohibited first generation Asians from owning land in California. Therefore Japanese
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immigrants worked for other immigrant farmers and lived on
their farms in separate quarters. It was common for a Danish
farmer to employ a Japanese family who lived permanently on
his land.
In these unique California social conditions, Danes were not
immediately assimilated into the mainstream of American society. Interaction between Danes and other immigrants occurred
through labor employment, neighborhood contact, and
agricultural associations. However, the high concentration and
diversity of immigrant groups in Fresno County appears to have
encouraged ethnic solidarity rather than assimilation to
American norms.
For example, this tendency is evident in the marriage patterns
of Danish immigrants in Fresno County. Most Danish immigrants
came to Fresno County as single men and women, with the exception of farming families who migrated from the mid-West.
Considering that men greatly outnumbered women in Danish immigration, Danes demonstrated a marked preference for marriage with other Danes . According to the Manuscript Schedules
of the 10th Census of 1880, there was only one example of a mixed marriage between a Danish man and a Californian woman in
Fresno County. No single adult Danish women are listed but
there is an excess of unmarried farm laborers. Because men outnumbered women in the entire county population, bachelorhood
among Danish men between the ages of twenty and thirty-five
was more common than inter-marriage with another nationality.
This early tendency probably continued, to a certain extent, in
the following decades.
Unfortunately, Census abstracts of the sex ratio among
Danish immigrants and the mixed parentage of second generation Danish-Americans are not calculated specifically for Fresno
County. However, the Census abstracts for the state of California
indicate the tendency in Fresno. In 1890, 71 % of second generation Danish-Americans had both parents of Danish birth, 19%
had one parent of another foreign nationality, and 10% had one
native-born parent.18 The 1910 Census figures of mixed Danish
parentage in California correspond proportionately to these
percentages.19 Danish men who were unable to find Danish wives
in California married either German, Swedish, or Irish women, in
that order of preference~0 Because of the concentration of Danes
and these other nationalities, the tendency to marry Danish or
other Northern European immigrants was probably more pronounced in Fresno County than in other parts of the state.
Because women determined practices of language, diet, and
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customs within the home, marriage significantly affected the
acculturation of Danish immigrants. Since 71 % of DanishAmericans in California had parents of Danish birth and evidence
suggests that this percentage was higher in Fresno County, it
seems justified to state that th e majority of Danes married other
Danish immigrants. Agnes Kay, the daughter of immigrant farm er
Morten Poulsen, recollects that it was quite uncommon for a
Danish immigrant from the rural Parlier area to marry another
nationality, " if he did, they (other Danes) would say, 'Oh, well, he
married a Swede! ' .
and that would be considered most
unusual. " 21
The participation of Danish immigrants in the DanishAmerican churches of Fresno County also reflects the unity of
their community. The Danish Lutheran Churches seem to have
played a significant role in preserving cultural traditions and
ethnic identity among Danes in Fresno County. Enok Mortensen
has suggested that the tendency of Danes to scatter widely and
assimilate with other groups rather than to congregate in colonies, contributed to the low percentage of Danish immigrant
church members 22 Church historian, Abdel Wentz, states that
only 7% of Danish immigrants joined any church in America 23
However, Fresno County's Danish population appears to differ
from this tendency; membership in the Danish Lutheran churches
seems to have been higher than the national average.
The Danish Born Population of The United States,
California, and Fresno County, 1880-1920
United States

California

Fres no County

1880

64,193

3, 750

55

1890

1 32, 543

7,764

450

1900

153,690

9,040

717

1910

181 ,649

14,209

1,421

1920

189,154

18,721

1,839

Sources: The Manuscript Schedules of the Tenth Census of the United States. 1880, United States
Depanment of the Interior. Census Office. Abstract of the Eleuenth Census, 1890. (Washington.
D .C.: Government Printing Office. 1894). Vol. I. pg. 608: United States Depanment of the Interior.
Census Office . Abstract of the Twelfth Census, 1900. Vol. I. pg 738: United States Depanment of
the Interior. Bureau of the Census. Abstract of the Thirteenth Census, 1910. Statistics of the
Population. (Washington. D.C .: Government Printing Office. 19 13) Vol. I. pg 834 . United States
Depanment of the Interior. Bureau of the Census. Fourteenth Census of the United States, 1920.
(Washington. D .C. Government Printing Office. 192 1) Vol. 3: Population : Composition and
characteristics of the population. pg 123.
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In 1888 the first Danish Lutheran congregation was established in Fresno County. Only forty years later, in 1928, eight
churches were active in the County representing the two Danish
Lutheran synods. A rough comparison of census figures to the
number and size of church congregations indicates that at least
half of the Danish immigrants in Fresno County belonged to the
church~• Although the churches did not represent the entire
Danish population in the county, they had a considerable influence on the unity of the Danish community.
The schism in the Lutheran Church in 19th Century Denmark
between the pietistic lndre Mission Society and the more liberal
Grundtvigians, had new social implications in its American context. This controversy, which involved cultural heritage as well as
doctrinal interpretation, is evident in the development of the two
synods in Fresno County. It appears to have caused a considerable difference in the experience of Danish immigrants in
Fresno County.
The first congregations in Fresno County, " Immanuel Danish
Evangelical Lutheran Congregation," established in 1888, and
" Pella Evangelical Lutheran Congregation, " established in 1902,
were originally composed of both the lndre Mission and Grundtvigian sects 25 However, due to the fact that after 1896 the I ndre
Mission oriented synod, " United Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America," was the largest and strongest synod in the
United States, the growth of the lndre Mission churches in Fresno
County was encouraged by missionary support from the midWest. Because of their independent beliefs, the Grundtvigian immigrants eventually separated from the two original churches .
They formed their own separate congregations: St. Ansgar's
Church in the Parlier area, and St. Johr, 's Church in Easton.
The ideological differences between the two church synods
created significant differences within the Danish community in
Fresno County. Grundtvigian churches encouraged the preservation of cultural heritage and nationalistic sentiments in a more
deliberate manner than did the lndre Mission Churches. Danish
immigrants regarded the two sects as socially distinct from one
another. In Fresno County the pietistic I ndre Mission Danes were
labeled " holy Danes" because they were forbidden to dance or
play cards. By comparison, because the Grundtvigian cultural
activities, such as folk-dancing and card playing, seemed lively,
the Grundtvigians were known as " happy Danes " or " dancing
Danes. " These social differences continued to exist among firstgeneration Danish-Ameri<;ans. The fact that this distinction
remained among immigrants reveals the extent to which Danish
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social patterns were re-established in Fresno County.
In certain respects the Danish immigrants in the Parlier area
represent a unique Danish community in Fresno County due to
the Grundtvigian influence of St. Ansgar's Church and the
existence of two Danish community halls. The nationalistic and
culturally-oriented religious ideology of these Danes created a
community life which was more distinctively Danish than the
lndre Mission congregations. The social life of St. Ansgar's
members took place in the Danish Hall or Forsamlingshus which
was built by the Danish Farmers in the area ~• This simple wooden
building was located amid a scattering of Danish farms down the
country road from St. Ansgar's Church. As in Denmark, the
Forsamlingshus was the focal point for community life.
Activities at the Danish Hall were often affiliated with the
church. Saturday School , in which immigrant children were
taught Danish and the Lutheran catechism in preparation for
confirmation, was held at the hall. Holidays and special
occasions were often celebrated communally at the
Forsamlingshus. Families gathered there to celebrate Christmas.
Adhering to Danish tradition, they held hands in a circle and
danced around a large tree on Christmas eve. The Danish community also assembled in the hall after church services for
baptisms, weddings and funerals.
Many of the distinctive Danish customs carried on in the
community hall are attributable to the Grundtvigian origin of
these immigrants. Prohibited in the stricter I ndre Mission sect,
regular dances were held at the hall which were lively social
occasions. As they had learned in their youth in Denmark,
immigrants danced the " firetur, valse, skottish, and polka" to the
music of a fiddle or an accordion . Such dances were also
common among the Danes who belonged to the other
Grundtvigian church in Easton. The absence of a community hall
did not prohibit this social activity. Hans Peter Nielsen, who was
raised on a Danish farm in Oleander, recalled, " Why we just
drove the surrey out of the barn, swept the dirt floor and held our
dances there." 27
Singing Danish folk-songs and hymns was also an important
cultural , as well as religious, practice among the Grundtvigian
Danish families in Fresno County. Although Danish hymns were
also sung by lndre Mission Danes, they were restricted to church
services. Danish hymnals and songbooks were often used by
Danes in the Parlier community~8 After church, when the
immigrants and their children gathered in the Forsamlingshus,
they often opened their Danish songbooks and sang accom-
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panied by a piano. Their songbook, Sangbog for det danske
Folk i Amerika, was composed of folksongs designed to remind
immigrants of their Danish cultural heritage. Originally N.F.S.
Grundtvig had inspired the revival of song in Denmark for
the spiritual enrichment of the farming class; in America this
practice became a form of cultural preservation.
The Danish Brotherhood Hall, constructed in 1918 across the
road from the community hall, also indicates that Danish social
activity was particularly strong in the Parlier area~ 9 A lodge was
established in Fresno County in 1896, however by 1912 only 149
men were members 30 Participation in other rural parts of the
county does not appear to have been strong. This lack of interest
was probably due to the strength of the I ndre Mission churches,
which discouraged this type of secular activity. However, due to
Grundtvigian interest in cultural activities, the Danish
Brotherhood appears to have fared better in the Parlier
community. Many men from St. Ansgar's congregation belonged
to the Brotherhood. Although the Church remained the primary
institution in the community, the Danish Brotherhood sponsored
picnics and dances which contributed to the social activity of the
Danish community.
As an active rural Danish settlement, the Parlier community
illustrates the desire of immigrants to socialize with other Danes
and identify with their national heritage. Different from most
other Danish neighborhoods in Fresno County, the Grundtvigian
influence of St. Ansgar's Church encouraged a nationalistic
orientation in the religious and social life of the immigrants.
However, this does not imply that lndre Mission Danes were
more assimilated to American ways in their church life. In the
first generation I ndre Mission Danes continued to adhere to their
strict religious practices; from the outset the lndre Mission
denomination was less nationalistic than the Grundtvigian
churches. Thus, the fact that the church life of these Danes was
riot as distinctively nationalistic does not reflect a greater degree
of assimilation .
Danish immigrants were able to retain a familiar cultural
framework in their life-style and community without an
institutional structure. However, the existence of Danish
churches in Fresno County appears to have increased the sense
of common identity among Danish immigrants by engaging them
in an active social life. Approximately one-half of the Danish
population attended the Danish Lutheran churches in Fresno
County. Yet, the church was most likely symbolic of the Danish
state to the entire population. Although the Lutheran Church was
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the state supported religion in Denmark during this period of
emigration, not all Danish citizens were regular church-goers.
Therefore, it seems illogical to regard an immigrant's
disassociation with the Danish church in Fresno County as a sign
of assimilation.
Thus, the Danish community in Fresno County illustrates one
way in which Danes reacted to the experience of immigration.
The immigrants who settled in the rural parts of Fresno County
chose to maintain a familiar cultural framework in their farming
life-style, to live in close-knit Danish neighborhoods, and, the
majority also chose to participate in the Danish churches. In
reaction to the changes imposed by their new environment, these
Danish immigrants re-es tablished a traditional way of life.
Although the children and grandchildren of these immigrants
have gradually assimilated into American society, they still value
their Danish heritage and their memories of their forefathers who
contributed to the settlement of the San Joaquin Valley.
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My Brother Is Born
A True Story by Holger 0. Nielsen
(Translated by Harald R. Jensen)
The day was February 14, 1889, and dusk had· just fallen. As
one looked over the western Nebraska prairie, the whole world
was a huge blanket of glittering snow. The bright beams from the
full moon fell upon the white snow, almost making day out of
the night. Even the harsh Nebraska landscape was now white and
soft, as gentle as a fairyland .
Here and there, in contrast to the winter evening's diamondstudded white quilt over the frozen earth, flickered the dim, red
lights of the kerosene lamps in the pioneer settlers' houses.
It was still- as still as a winter's evening on the prairie can
often be. But then came the faint sounds of distant voices, the
creak of sleigh runners gliding over the frozen snow. The settlers
were on their way to a birthday celebration for one of their
own-to a party for Gertrude, R.B. Nielsen's pregnant wife. The
nearest neighbors were walking over, those from farther away
were riding in their heavy, homemade sleds, the bottoms covered
with thick layers of straw. The women and children sat on the
straw, huddled under heavy quilts, sharing warmth.
Inside R.B.'s little wooden farmhouse it was warm and cozy.
As the guests kept streaming in, the kitchen and living room were
soon filled . The children were sent into the one bedroom-there
to play their own games and have their own fun. The grownups
found sitting room on chairs, empty boxes, or on the floor of the
other two rooms.
The everyday life of these prairie pioneers was a lonely one.
Isolated on their farms, they hungered for human
companionship. All the settlers in this Danish colony were
young-men and women in their most productive years. There
were few older people. Even Death had not visited the colony
very often . Of course, Death did come every now and then- He
would leave with a newborn baby, or a young mother after
childbirth. But by and large, the settlers were young, strong, and
vigorous, with faith in the future of their new country.
Tonight, as usual, the conversation was lively-they talked
about the hard winter now at hand, and the even more difficult
times. Politics and world events were discussed. And there were
letters from Denmark, letters which were read aloud for all to
hear. At one table a group played whist. After cpffee and cookies
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had been served, songbooks were distributed, and the settlers'
voices filled the room with song, the melodies drifting away from
the house out over the open, silent prairie.
At midnight the party was over and all the guests departed.
Again the countryside was enveloped in deep winter stillnes.
Only the plaintive howls of the prairie wolves broke the stillness
of the night. The reddish lights from the lanterns and the
kerosene lamps disappeared one by one until only the stars,
moon, and the glistening snow lit up the countryside.
But at two in the morning, a light suddenly appeared in R.B.'s
house. Soon R.B. , with a lantern swinging in his hand, hurried
from the house to the barn . Then came the sound of the heavy
clopping of horses ' hooves. R. B. hitched the horses to the sled
and soon the sled runners were crackling over the frozen snow.
Far away came the eerie howl of a prairie wolf. Somewhere a dog
barked in answer.
The horses trotted briskly and the sled swung away from the
farmstead and over the snow-covered fields and the roads drifted
over with snow. R.B. drove his horses, guided by memory and
instinct. He headed them toward the village. Reaching the
outskirts of the village, he stopped before a little house, where
the red gleam of a lantern glowed through its frosted window
panes . R.B. jumped from the sled, knocked loudly on the door,
and spoke to someone within. In a few moments, a short, stout
woman, carrying a large handbag, emerged from the house. She
struggled through the snow to the sled, and barely stifling an
oath, clambered with some difficulty into the sled . She seated
herself on an empty wooden crate, securely wrapped in shawls
and quilts, an almost lifeless bundle. The steaming horses started
on the homeward journey.
An anxious R.B. wanted to get home as quickly as possible.
Instead of following the newly-formed tracks his sled had made,
he decided to try a shortcut. His mind was filled with anxiety for
his wife, alone at home with birth pangs and four small children .
The horses and the sled moved quickly over the snow, where it
lay frozen on the flat plains. But the snow lay deep in the valleys
and other sheltered places where the wind had whipped it into
high drifts.
The sled skimmed over a little hill and moved downward into
a ravine. The horses now waded in snow reaching to their
underbellies. Only with the greatest effort were they able to
move forward . But R.B. recognized the danger of the situation.
He cracked his whip over the horses ' backs and they struggled
forward in uncoordinated jerks. The sled bobbed up and down
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like a cork on a fishing line. R.B. held on to the lines with all his
strength, now and then swinging his whip so the horses would
keep on pressing forward through the deep snow. Finally, they
plowed through the last drift. Proudly, R.B. turned to see how the
midwife had withstood the ride.
But what was this? She wasn' t there? The whole bundle,
shawls, quilts, and even the wooden crate, all had disappeared!
R.B. stopped the steaming horses, looked back in the moonlit
night, and yes, by Jove, he saw her waving, wading, and
staggering through the deep snow. He tied the lines to the sled
post, jumped out of the sled, and ran toward her. When he
reached her, he discovered she was not hurt, but she was furious.
A coarse stream of epithets, mixed with snow, spewed from
her-the epithets in pure Copenhagen dialect. She fell into the
snow again , struggled to her feet. She scolded, she cried, and
R.B. stood speechless, helpless, not knowing what to do.
But after a moment of reflection, he stepped forward
quickly, and without further ado, lifted up the little, short-legged
woman into his strong arms, threw her like a sack of flour over
his shoulder, and pushed forward with almost inhuman strength
through the snow, back to the sled . He knew he could not fail his
wife. He placed the screaming woman back on the crate. And
now the sled flew across the rolling Nebraska prairie and soon
reached the Nielsen's little house.
When the sun peeped over the eastern horizon on the
fifteenth of February, 1889, the midwife laid a healthy, crying
boy into R.B.'s open arms, but she did it with these words,
" Listen, Rasmus, the next time you have a baby, so help me God,
you better be sure to have it when the weather is decent and the
roads passable! "

Holger 0 . Nielsen is a retired Lutheran pastor , who for more than 40 years served
congregations in Kansas , Oregon , Iowa and Connecticut. He was born and grew up in Nysted ,
near Dannebrog, in Howard county, Nebraska . His parents were emigrants from Denmark .
Rev. Nielsen attended Grand View College, Des Maines, Iowa , and graduated from the Grand
View Co/lege Seminary .

Harald R . Jensen is Professor Emeritus , University of Minnesota, with M.S . and PH .D. degrees
from Iowa State University in Agricultural and Applied Eco nomics. Dr. Jensen , a/so , was born
and grew up in Nysted , Nebraska , and attended Grand View Co//ege . He is a nephew of Rev.
Nielsen .
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Danish Immigrant Materials:
The Archives at Grand View College
By Thorvald Hansen
Will Rogers, who claimed partial Indian ancestry, used to like
to point out that his ancestors met the Mayflower at the dock. Be
that as it may, it is certain that the dock was not crowded . The
fact is, as John F. Kennedy once wrote, that this is a nation of
immigrants. The vast majority of us are descendants of
immigrants. Therefore, the history of this country, particularly at
the grassroots level, is a story enacted by the immigrant.
This makes it important that we preserve and study the
records of our immigrant ancestors. Fortunately, the growing
interest in ethnicity in recent years has led to a greater emphasis
on the preservation and use of immigrant archival materials.
Grand View College in Des Moines has one of the best
collections of archival materials in this country related to the
Danish immigrant. Most of it is, unfortunately, buried in the
Danish language, but there is a wealth of information here for
those who are able to read Danish and who wish to study the
immigrant Dane.
As might be expected, the archives, located on the second
floor of the new library at East Fourteenth and Grandview
Avenue, have long been a repository for information about the
college itself. Indeed, here, too, may be found the records and
other source materials related to Grand View's predecessor
school , a short-lived theological seminary in northwestern
Wisconsin . The information housed at Grand View is sufficiently
complete that a comprehensive story of the seminary and the
early years of the college has been constructed from primary
sources .
Founded by the Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America in 1896, Grand View was for many years a
predominantly Danish school. Thus, another dimension of the
college archives is seen in its sizeable collection of Danish books .
The collection has been augmented over the years to the point
where it is now a rather good library of Danish literature, ranging
from theological and literary works to those that would delight
the historian and the biographer.
The centerpiece of the archival collection at Grand View is
the material related to the life and times of the Danish immigrant
in America. The college materials are, of course, a part of the
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immigrant's story, but that story ranges far beyond Des Moines
and educational emphases. It is the story of a relatively small
immigrant group, the bulk of whose members came between
1850 and 1920, and who were as diverse in settlement,
occupations, and interests as they were in social background and
dialect.
A significant part of his story is found in the immigrant's own
writings. Danish immigrants, particularly those who became
pastors, were prolific writers. Devotional books, sermons, novels,
short stories, poetry, memorial booklets, pamphlets and other
materials on a wide range of subjects issued from their pens. This
points to the further fact that, by and large, the immigrants were
voracious readers. A surprising amount of material was
published, often (perhaps usually) at the writer's own expense.
This could hardly have been done had not others been anxious to
buy and read these things. In any case, most of this material is
now permanently housed in the archives at Grand View.
Other primary sources of information about the social and
cultural life of the immigrants are the Danish weekly newspapers
and other periodicals which they published and read . Some of
these papers and magazines are to be noted particularly for the
polemical articles which shed a great deal of light on what took
place. So, for example, one cannot fully understand the
developments in the Danish Lutheran Church in America without
studying the polemics which often preceded a particular action.
Among Danish weekly newspapers, Dannevirke (Breastwork
of the Danes) is especially important. this privately owned,
secular weekly, was begun at Elk Horn in 1880. Shortly thereafter
it was moved to Cedar Falls, where it continued until its demise
in 1951. The run of this paper deposited at Grand View is
virtually complete . Here may be found not only news from thi s
country and from Denmark, but reports, stories and poetry, a
wealth of articles of all kinds, as well as a great deal of
advertising. Reference to Dannevirke is essential to an
appreciation and understanding of that faction of Danes who
founded Grand View College. The bound volumes of the paper
held at Grand View are in poor physical condition and, like all
old newspapers, very fragile. However, the danger of ultimate
loss of the paper is minimized by its having been microfilmed for
the Lutheran Church in America archives in Chicago. The
difficulties in working with Dannevirke are compounded by the
fact that, until 1914, Gothic type was used in the printing.
Following a merger wit), other Lutherans in 1962, the records
of the old Danish Church became a part of the archives of the
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newly formed Lutheran Church in America. Many of those
records, however, exist in duplicate and these are housed in Des
Moines. Thus, from its founding in 1872 to the schism in 1894,
through the name change in 1954 and, finally, to the merger in
1962, the story of the Danish Church in America may be traced in
detail at the Grand View archives. Reports, minutes of meetings,
church papers, records of many kinds, polemical articles, and an
abundance of pictures are but some of the items that make up
the Des Moines collection.
In connection with the history of the church, the holdings
offer a large collection of congregational anniversary
publications. In a growing number of cases these booklets mark
centennial observances. In others they mark seventy-fifth,
fiftieth, or twenty-fifth anniversaries. There are numerous cases
in which we have publications issued by the same congregation
for more than one of its observances.
Another important resource for the study of Danish
immigrant behavior is the system of files maintained on
individual immigrants. The sole criterion for establishing such a
file is the possession of some bit of information concerning the
person which is not cataloged in any other way. Into such files go
clippings, letters, obituaries, and any other pertinent information
concerning that individual. The contents of such files, as well as
their number, is expanded whenever new information becomes
available to us.
Among the items often included in such files are memoirs or
personal histories. Quite a number of immigrants have written
such histories, telling the story of why and how they left the old
world and how they set down roots in the new. Few of these have
been published . Some exist only in longhand, while more have
found their way into typescript. The writers generally have been
motivated by a desire to make the story of their background
available to their children and especially their grandchildren. As
might be expected, therefore, quite a number of these have
either been written in or translated into English. These " short and
simple annals" frequently present an invaluable " closeup" of the
immigrant. A similar system of files is maintained for Danish
organizations and Danish communities . Whenever applicable,
cross-indexing is employed making it possible to quickly locate
any filed item.
Some of the Danes who came to these shores were especially
devoted to a particular kind of educational institution which
arose in nineteenth century Denmark and which was known as
the folk school. As a consequence, they lost no time in
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attempting to transplant the folk school to America. The first
such school was begun at Elk Horn in 1878. The last attempt was
in Canada in 1920. At various times between those two dates, five
other folk schools functioned . Four of these were in the Midwest,
while one was in California . Some flourished for a number of
years; others lasted but a short time. Together they contribute an
important chapter to Danish immigrant history. The archives at
Grand View can boast the largest amount of extant information
regarding these schools . Indeed, for his recently published book,
Schools for Life, which deals with the folk school in America, the
author, Enok Mortensen, relied heavily on the material in the
Grand View archives.
To date we have almost no oral history. Taping interviews is,
of course, a relatively new procedure, and thus far we have
lacked the means to conduct this kind of historical research.
However, as more and more tapes become available, we look
forward to adding them to our collection.
If we lack tapes we do not, on the other hand, lack
photographs. We are in possession of a large number of pictures
of all kinds. A rather hight percentage of these are identified. The
process of attempting to identify the others continues, but those
that cannot ultimately be identified must be considered
worthless.
The number of volumes in the English language dealing with
immigrant history is not large, but it is slowly growing. Little by
little the immigrant's story is being made available to his
American descendants. Little is to be found in the area of
translation, aside from songs and hymns. Translators have been
basy for years and are still working to make the immigrant's
heritage in song known to his English-speaking progeny. The
archives hold an abundance of books in which the original songs
and hymns may be found, and the number of translations is
increasing.
Very few artifacts are to be found at Grand View . This is not
because we are uninterested in such but because we lack both
the space and the staff to do justice to a collection of museum
pieces. These are not actively solicited, therefore, but they are
accepted in the hope that there will one day be a Danish
immigrant museum in this country.
It should be pointed out that the materials held at Grand
View are from all sections of this country. One characteristic of
Danish immigration is that it was widely scattered . Many Danes
did settle in communities and organize churches, but many more
went their own way and were, as a result, more .or less lost in the
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process of assimilation. For this reason, archival materials related
to the Danish immigrant may be found, sometimes in the most
unlikely places, here and there throughout the country. An
awareness of this fact has led to a joint effort by the college and
the Danish American Heritage Society to locate such materials.
A project called Danish Immigrant Archival Listing has recently
been undertaken. Its aim is to locate, catalog, and eventually list
all Danish immigrant archival material found in the United
States, Canada, and Denmark. The completion of this ambitious
project is hardly in sight and, of course, we have no expectation
of being able to locate every item. The project has progressed
successfully to date, however, and much information has been
uncovered. It is hoped that the project will help future scholars
and researchers more readily know what materials are extant and
where they may be located.
Meanwhile, the archives at Grand View College continues to
be one of the best repositories of primary sources related to the
Danish immigrant. The sorting, identifying, and cataloging of the
collection is by no means complete, but the work continues and,
as it does, the immigrant story grows in detail and clarity.
(This essay was originall y published in The Annals of Iowa 4 5 (Spring 1979) . Reprin ted by
permission of th e Iowa State Historical Department. Di vision of Historical Museum and
Archives .)

Th oruald Hansen is th e Director of the Danish Imm igran t Archiual Listtng (DIAL ). a project
sponsored jointly by Grand View College and the Danish Ame rican Heritage Society. He is the
autho r of "School in Th e Woods" and recently tra nslated "Pioneer Days On The Prairie " by K.
C. Bodholdt.
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Scandinavian American Archives
By

J. R. Christianson

The problem of locating and preserving Danish American
historical materials has been in the spotlight in recent years. It
has been discussed frequently in The Bridge and the Newsletter
of the Danish American Heritage Society.' In cooperation with
Grand View College, the society launched a major project, the
Danish Immigrant Archival Listing (DIAL), under Thorvald
Hansen's leadership in 1979. That project aims to locate all
Danish American historical materials presently deposited in archives and elsewhere throughout the United States, Canada and
Denmark.2
Another matter that needs further discussion is the possibility
of establishing a permanent central depository in North America
for Danish American diaries, letters, memoirs and other
manuscripts· as well as photographs, audio and video tapes, rare
books and other related materials. The experience of the various
Scandinavian American groups can help to put this problem into
perspective, and this may also make it possible to learn from the
experience of the pase
Among Swedish Americans, a large number of good
depositories exist for historical materials~ The collection of these
materials has been pursued systematically for over a century~
There is, however, no central depository for Swedish American
historical materials.
Central manuscript depositories for Norwegian and Danish
immigrant materials have been in existence for half a century.
Both of these depositories were originally organized on a sound
basis, and both have enjoyed reasonable success. Both have
been associated with libraries containing complementary
specialized collections of printed materials, as such depositories
must be if they are to serve as the basis for research. Each of
them, in its own way, has demonstrated the value of a central
depository for the manuscripts of an immigrant community.
There are also differences between the two. The archives of
the Norwegian-American Historical Association is in North
America. That of Udvandrerarkivet (Danes Worldwide Archives)
is in Europe~ This creates differences in focus and in the kind of
support available. Another difference has been that NAHA has
always supported a vigorous program of research and publication. Udvandrerarkivet, for a variety of reasons: has not, though it
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has played an important role in the annual Rebild Fest, and
NAHA lacks a corresponding civic dimension.
Should an immigrant or ethnic archives be in Europe or in
North America, in the land of the emigrants or that of the
immigrants? The impressive production of Scandinavian emigration scholars in recent years has demonstrated that scholarship
based on manuscript materials can flourish in Europe at least as
well as on this side of the Atlantic? There are, however, strong
arguments for keeping original manuscripts relatively close to
their original provenience. Here in North America, there is
stronger public interest in the life and history of American
immigrant communities, and in the historical materials produced
by these communities. Consequently, there is broader public support for the preservation and interpretation of such materials. In
Europe, the focus of interest is naturally upon the emigrants and
the factors that led them to leave their native lands, rather than
upon the institutions and communities that they created in the
new land. Moreover, the total range of research facilities for
studies of emigration exist in Europe, whereas those for the study
of immigration exist in North America.
In general, studies of emigration are best pursued in Europe,
and those of immigration in North America. Exceptions to this
rule can best be fostered by building up microfilm collections on
the opposite side of the Atlantic. The two greatest examples of
Scandinavian American collections of this type are the archives
of Swedish American church records on microfilm at the
Emigrant Institute in Vaxjo, and those of Scandinavian
genealogical records in Salt Lake City~
Each Scandinavian immigrant and ethnic group should have
a central depository in North America for its manuscripts and
related materials. These central depositories should be free of
ties to particular factions within the ethnic group, as well as to
organizations other than those working in the area of the group's
own history. This will allow the depositories to collect as universally as possible and to represent the whole ethnic group
throughout the continent of North America. The NorwegianAmerican Historical Association is an excellent example of just
such a depository? It derives the advantages of stability and proximity to a good research library from its location on the campus
of St. Olaf College, but it remains completely independent of the
college and does not by any means limit its activities to the
clientele of the college.
Although NAHA has existed and enjoyed strong national support for over half a century, it has not driven all other Norwegian
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American archives from the field . Other important collections of
Norwegian American manuscript materials have continued to exist and even to grow. There has never been a systematic survey of
these collections, similar to the DIAL survey currently underway
for Danish American materials, but the major ones are probably
those of the state historical societies of Wisconsin and Minnesota, the archives of Luther College in Decorah, Iowa, and
Bethany College in Mankato, Minnesota, and the archives of the
American Lutheran Church in Dubuque, Iowa, and St. Paul, Minnesota. There are also some indications that a significant
depository for Norwegian American manuscript materials might
be taking form at the present time in the Pacific Northwest. In
any case, the failure to achieve absolute centralization is inevitable. Indeed, certain kinds of materials are probably best
maintained in regional or special depositories. Preservation of
immigrant manuscripts in any location is better than their
destruction.
Materials in languages other than English do cal I for special
skills on the part of archival personnel. Sometimes even major
general depositories such as those of state historical societies do
not have staff members with the linguistic skills necessary to
deal with materials in the Scandinavian languages. This could
mean that important manuscripts might be buried away and lost
to scholarship for years on end, if not forever, simply because the
processor could not read them. Materials in the Scandinavian
languages need to be directed towards depositories where they
can be processed properly, and where the supplementary
materials exist which will allow them to be used by researchers.
The best depository of this type is a central depository for the
Scandinavian American group that produced the materials.
Since all Scandinavian American documents will probably
never find their way into such depositories, every state in areas of
significant Scandinavian settlement should be encouraged to
designate a single state depository for manuscripts in the Scandinavian languages, and this depository should be adequately
staffed with personnel who are thoroughly familiar with those
languages.
All manuscript materials in Scandinavian American archives
and other depositories should be listed in the National Union
Catalogue of manuscripts published by the Library of Congress.
This implies rapid, accurate, standardized processing of materials, and it also calls for the ability to cooperate in order to
gather large collections of m"aterials for entry in the catalogue.
All manuscript depositories must be thoroughly familiar with
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recent developments in the field of paper preservation and conservation. Storage materials of non-archival quality may actually
lead to the destruction of the historical materials they contain.
All archival storage materials must be acid-free, and materials
which are not must be replaced as quickly as possible. This
implies that the services of a professional archivist must be
available, either on a full-time or a consultative basis.
The central depositories of Scandinavian groups in America
must pursue an active collecting policy. This is concomitant to
the very idea of a central depository, which is to assure that
materials are collected, not destroyed, and to assure that as
many materials as possible end up in one single place.
The records of business, cultural and social organizations
should be collected as soon as they are no longer needed for current activities. The papers of individuals, famous or obscure,
should be collected. So should family materials such as letters,
diaries, account books, photographs, diplomas, certificates and
genealogies. Church records should be microfilmed carefully
and systematically for central depositories like those in Vaxjo
and Dubuque. Civic records, especially country records, need to
be pursued more vigorously in areas of Scandinavian settlement.
These include land records, probate records, naturalization
records, tax assessment records, and many others. These are best
located in regional depositories like those of the Wisconsin State
Historical Society or the Winneshiek County Historical Society
Archives housed in the Luther College librari 0
Among Norwegian Americans, the collection of museum artifacts was linked to that of manuscripts and books at an early
date. When NAHA was established in 1925, it was decided (with
some necessary ambiguity) that the archives of the association
would be located on the campus of St. Olaf College. At the same
time, NAHA designated the Luther College Museum as the
central depository for Norwegian American artifacts, and the
association undertook to support the activities of the museum.
Consequently, the name of the museum was changed to the
Norwegian-American Historical Museum.11 For over fifty years,
this arrangement has assured the cooperation and active support
of two major Norwegian American colleges in fostering the joint
work of the historical association and the museum, and it has
allowed that work to flourish in a manner which can offer real
inspiration to other American ethnic groups.
The Danish American Heritage Society is the natural
organization to take up the challenge of establishing a central
depository for Danish American immigrant and ethnic materials
in North America.
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Four Poems on Death
by N is Petersen
Translation and Explication
by Otto M. Sorensen

Very litte of Nis Petersen's poetry has been translated into
English, and yet he is regarded as one of Denmark's finest poets
in this century. In the following I offer readers of The Bridge
translations and interpretations of four poems that deal with
death, a subject that concerned Petersen over a considerable
period of time. The reader should be cautioned, however, not to
deem the poems typical of the poet. Death is one of many
themes that run through his work. I have reproduced the
originals here from the poet's Sam/ede Oigte. ed. Hans Brix,
Gyldendal, 1951 .
All four of the poems were written relatively early in
Petersen's career. Nattens pibere, which appeared in the collection of the same title in 1926, and D</Jdens nat, which was published posthumously (1943) in the collection Stynede pop/er, are
recorded as numbers 45 and 40, respectively, in a notebook,
Ka/ender fuer das Jahr 1922, carried by the author toward the end
of his first vagabondage, 1920-22. D</Jgnene and Paa Jandsbyens
kirkegaard were to appear as numbers 17 and 36, respectively, in
a projected but never published collection of verse, R</Jdtop, in
1927. Instead they found later publication in Ti/ en dronning
(1935) and Stykgods (1940), respectively.

Nattens pibere

Whistlers in the Night

Over de dlldes st.Erk! duftende urtegaard
• guldregn og blaaregn og hvide jasminer ·
dinglende skygger • svirrende skygger.

Over the pungent garden of the dead
• Jasmined, laburnum. wisteria Dangling shadows - whirring shadows .

Trykt som af sod imod nattens gardiner
flagrende skttser, som • fllrend de slettes
ud • under graedepilskaermene griner.

Pressed like soot against nocturnal curtains
Fluttering wisps - before erasure Grin beneath the shades of a weeping willow .

Vugger sig vej mellem tujaers toppe,
rllnne, cypresser • og piber og hviner
• skvulper sig ind i de levendes sorglllshed .

Rocking their way between tops of thuja
Rowan, cypress - they whistle and whine Splash about in insouciant life.

Ind under hjerternes blodbaldakiner.

Under the baldachins of the heart.
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Nattens smaa pibere merkets smaa hunde de dens herolder.

Whistlers in the night Small dogs in the dark Herald of death.

[)ljd er den dlfde, men dobbelt, naar flagem1us
dirrende over de livlises have
kaster en skygge af haan i dens haableshed.

Doubly dead are the dead , when the bat
- Vibrant above the vale of the lifeless Casts a shadow of scorn into Its despair/

Tyvefold did, naar de duhende grave,
tynget af efeuens kvaelende dyner,
klemt mellem raekvaerkets tremmer og stave -

Twentyfold dead, when the fragrant graves
Burdened with blankets of stifling 'rvy
Caught between lattice and staves -

Raaber paa livet og svares af piberne hirer elem , slingrende, dansende rave,
hvinende sangen ti! hivdingens hertighed ,

Cry to life and the whistlers respond Hear them reel and lurch and dance away
Screeching a song to the chieftain 's glory,

ind over kaktus og tjern og agave -.

Over cactus , thorn and agave -.

Nattens smaa pibere merkets smaa hunde dedens herolder.

Whisflers in the night
Small dogs in the dark Herald of death.

Whistlers in the Night is essentially a statement- an eerie
statement- on the finality of death. In the first half of the poem
the heralds of death, bats, one variety of which is commonly
known as "the flying dog;' appear in the lush foliage of a graveyard, where they flit about in carefree life. They are " whistlers in
the night;' whose piping is inaudible to the living but not the
dead, as becomes clear in the poem's second half, where they
mock and underscore the hopeless plight of the dead. The
gravesite now connives at imprisonment of the departed, ivy
presses upon them from above and lattice and staves crowd in
from the sides. The bats increase their frenzy and finish with a
paean to the god of death. The bleakness of the dead's lot is
shown in the sudden deterioration of the natural scene. Nature is
no longer opulent- cactus, thorn and agave are plants of the
wasteland. At the beginning of the sixth stanza the poet speaks
of an attempt by the dead to communicate with the living, a
possibility considered in an unpublished (alternate) close to the
poem To a Friend Who Took the White Powder in the same collection as Nattens pibere:
Now we can but
Strew small blue nosegays
And curling bindweed
Upon waves, that weave
Them into your dust.
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We are so little able
- Our strength so diminished
Ou r fumbling aspirations
Are but like a wing,
That flutters blindly about.
But you, who surrendered
- Could you but never forget
To hearken there
And ever perceive
The rushing turn of the wing.

Dctdens nat

Death 's Night

Naar livet tier, lyder dedens dybe stemme.
Da bejer livet sig for undrende at lytte:
· og se: den heje h0vding ler i nanens gemme.

When life grows silent , death 's deep voice is heard .
Then life bends forward to listen amazed :
• Behold! The high chiettain laughs in cover of night.

Thi d0den er som skovens tavse skytte,
der l0lger spor og ingen sinde traenes ,
l0r kniven skaelver i det sikre bytte.

For death is like the forest's silent hunter,
Who pursues a track and never wearies ,
Before the knife trembles in the cornered prey .

I nanens himmelh0je hvaelving flenes
hvad livet aner , til den dystre gaade,
som aldrig glemmes helt og aldrig gaenes.

In the infinite vault of the night is secretely woven •
Life dimly perceives · the somber riddle,
Which is never wholly forgotten and never grasped.

F0r d0den paa sin kongelige maade
igennem hugger det , et liv fik knyttet ,
og sanker i sin lo, hvad livet saa'de .

Before grim death in its ruthless royal way
Cuts through what life so carefully wove,
And gathers to itself, what life has sown .

Hin nat var d0dens tavse nat • .
Som Hammer plantet paa en guddoms kaempeesse
sk0d purpurr0de tulipaner frem og l0dte •
og se: en nat med si!lvapaillener virket
i kjortlen kom , da dagen sig forbl0dte .

That night was the silent night of death • .
Red-purple tulips shot forth and gave birth
Like flames on the massive forge of a god •
And lo : the night arrived in a coat
With silver spangles, as day bled away .

Fra hvide kirker klemted mange barske klokker;
en blev til to • saa tonede en tredie ,
og ind i nan en drev den haarde kimen,
som klang den Ira en vaeldig guddoms smedie.

From white churches many harse bells tolled forth ;
Out of one grew two • then a third rang out,
And the clanging pea penetrated the night,
As if it flowed from some might god 's forge.

Hin kvaeld forkyndtes Jet, at " det begav sig:·

That night ij was proclaimed , that " it came to pass:·
And everywhere eyes sought eyes and hands sought hands
That confirmed that joy was received in full
And filled the earth to its outer bounds.

og trindt om si!gte 0jne 0jne, haender haender
paa det , at glaeden maate helt og fuldt annammes
og fylde jorden til dens yderender.
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Og Fred , som er den firste hund i dedens kobbel ,
gled lydlist over sneens mos og hirtes snerre,
til livet tav, og Fred sneg ind i natten
for ilsomt at berede vejen for sin herre .

And Peace, the leading dog in the chiettain 's pack,
Slipped silently over mossy snow and snaned ,
Till life grew silent, and Peace stole into the night
And hastened to prepare the path for its lord .

Da lod den hijeste sin dybe stemme lyde
Then the master sent his deep voice into the night
• mod hvaelvets stjerner lid den hije hivdings latter • The high chiettan 's laughter reached the vaulted stars
• den klivede den nattedybe gaade
• It clove the orphic riddle of the night ,
som ingen glemmer helt og ingen fatter.
Which is never wholly forgotten and never grasped .
Thi det var dedens nat , hvor hjerter bli'r til malme ,
hvori den hije hivdings finger anes bryde
den store stilhed til en vaeldig salme ,
... og stundens ro er uden brist og uden lyde .

For rt was death 's night , when hearts become ore,
From which the high chiettain 's finger extracts
The great silence for a mighty psalm,
. And the peace of the hour is complete and entire .

Mod strandens hurdler over sten og stok
gaar hundredtusind bilgefolers flok ;

Toward the shore 's hurdles over stick and stone
Runs the herd of a hundred thousand foals;

• gaar ind med skumklaedt bryst mod strandens did They race wrth foam-covered breast into death on the shore
og gi'r det liv som ingenting betid .
And lend it life that was meaningless .
Og de gaar ud og ind og dir paany,
• bli 'r til og dir og dir Ira gry til gry,
og de dens hymne mumler under sky.

And they pass in and out and die anew ,
- Are born and die and die from dawn to dusk,
and the hymn of death is murmured under clouds.

Da ved alt levende i handlen og i faerd ,
at liv har ingen vinding , intet vaerd .
Da bli 'r det aabenbart, at didens lod
er uden nogen kummer, uden brod .

Then all who live from venture and gain ,
Know that life yields no profit , has no worth .
Then rt is revealed , that the weight of death
Bears no affliction , has no sting .

Og ind i strandens brune braem al tang,
hvor tidevandets birn har deres gang ,
der briler havets foler didens sang .

And into the shore 's brown border of weed ,
Where the tidewater's children pass to and fro,
The ocean's foals roar the song of death .

Death's Night is Petersen's most impress ive and most nihilistic
poem to death. It is d ivided into three sections, in t he f irst of
w hi ch death makes its ent rance, not in t he underworl d but here
and now, as ni ght fa ll s. Death as the hun ter depicts t he inexorability of t he phenomenon. A ll attempts at escape are use less .
There fo ll ows fi rst mention of t he riddl e, eve r-present w it hin ma n
and beyond his understa nding, t he riddl e of death, th at is, w hy
are we born to die? Then fo ll ows a statement o n death's suprem acy over life.
In t he second, major section of t he poem t he message of
death fl ows fro m the fo rge of death's god, the sou nd of w hic h
displ aces th at of the bell s in Chri st ian churches . Within t he
hum an commun ity men seek consol ation in the fa it h that peace
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has descended upon the earth. Critics (especially Hans Brix) are
correct in assuming it is Christmas Eve. Christian peace, however,
is surpassed by the Peace of death, here personified as the lead
pack dog of the master, whose booming voice resolves the riddle
mentioned earlier. Death's hymn is silence, and ultimate peace is
that of death.
In the poem's final section the ocean's surf becomes the
steeds of death, who yield meaningless life, as they charge onto
the shore. Death is continual and unending. Those who pursue
life's finite goals come to realize that their chase is pointless, that
death is the natural thing. Mankind (the tidewater's children) is
entrapped between life and death, ever aware of death's
presence in the roar of the surf. The philosophical setting is
essentially baroque. It forms, too, the basis for the following
poem .

Dctgene

Days and Nights

Hver nat var som en denning,
hver dag en stribe skum;
- al dybet kom de denninger
- hver denning kold og krum.
Af deden kom de duvende;
i livet gik de dansende ;
men sagtned' og gled glinsende
mod kysten stor og stum.

Each night was like a ground swell ,
Each day a streak of foam ;
- From depths came the ground swells
• Each ground swell cold and curved.
From death they came in surges;
In life they danced away;
But slackened and slid shining
Great and mute toward the shore.

Hver nat blev Iii en rytme,
der red paa tid og rum ,
og dagen !lager flagrede
og fll'lj som bidselskum.
og vi · vi to · sad skaelvende,
mens purpur fled al flankerne ,
og gnister fll'lj al hovene
i verden vid og grum.

Each night became a rhythm,
That rode on time and space,
The day's flags fluttered wildly
And flew like foam from a bit.
And we - we sat and trembled,
While crimson flowed from flanks ,
And sparks were struck from hoofs
Into the cruel and spacious world.

Days and Nights describes the situation of man caught between the claims of death and life (cf. the last stanza of the
preceding poem). The motif of death as the ocean's surf likewise
continues from Death's Night. Here it surges into the shore and
infuses life. It becomes an overpowering rhythm .
The frenetic aspect to life spurred on by death is symbolized
by the flag's flutter, which in turn is related to the foam flying
from the bit of a racing horse. Trapped between the demands of
death and life are the poet and, presumably, his beloved, who
can do nothing but sit in trepidation and withdrawal.
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Paa landsbyens
kirkegaard

In a Village
Graveyard

Barbara Jensdatter sloges i kvag
- saaledes som tavlen beretter den dag hun blev atten - en dag som i dag.

Barbara Jensdaughter was struck down
• As the headstone relates When she turned eighteen • a day like today.

Iler staar rosa konvaller paa Barbaras grav;
- var det rosa konvaller han br-d ved et dige
og bragte sin pige fir latteren tav?

Pink lilies blanket Barbara's grave ;
Was tt pink lilies he broke for her,
Brought his beloved before laughter died?
Ah! Pink lilies and bridal wreath
Cuckoos laugh beneath weeping willows •
Meaningless myrtle stands alone.

Aa, de rosa konvaller - det brudeslirs flor
- den galen af ~g under blljede pile den ensomme myrte, som meningsltfst gror.
Sov ~di. lille pige! staar der - sov ~di!
Saa r-rende imt som et smil under taarer -;
ja, drim, lille pige - og vent og vel midi •

Sleep little lass, we read - sweet sleep!
Touchingly tender - a smile beneath tears -;
Dream, little lass - and watt and we'll meet •
• When the earth one day ernbrases us
- Dresses us in tts dark coat.
- Long since gone are sptte and wrath;

- naar jorden en dag ta' r os ind Iii sin barm
og knapper sin frakke Iii over os,
og inlet er mere af had ell er harm;

Poplars and willows and lilies pink
Compass stones long since crushed
- Laughter of myrtle and bridal wreath 's smile •

• kun rosa konvaller og poppel og pil
om sten, der er sprukne ruiner
· og myrternes latter og brudesltfrs smil •

In a Village Graveyard - a graveside elegy with happy ending!
-opens with the background to Barbara's demise. She has been
caught in infidelity, presumably by her husband-to-be. Cuckoos,
birds traditionally associated with unfaithfulness and cuckoldry,
mock the scene. Myrtle, linked in the classical south to Venus
and Aphrodite with reference to the virgin bride and carnal love,
and long the flower used in the Germanic north to form the
bridal wreath, has become lonely and meaningless with the
destruction of the bride.
Then, in the second half of the poem, the poet speculates on
the future. Once he has joined the dead, hateful human qualities
will have disappeared. Harshness and obdurateness (the stones)
disintegrate under the impact of time and myrtle and bridal
wreath shed their mourning aspect.

Otto M. Sorensen is Associate Professor of Germanic Languages and Literature at Maco/ester
College. St. Paul. Minnesota. Professor Sorsensen holds B.A. and M.A. degrees from Stanford Uniuersity, and a Ph .D. in Germanic languages and literature from the Uniuersity of Washington . His
article, "Hands Across the Sea" appeared in The Bridge, Number Four, 1980.
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The Danish Colonization Society

of 1879
By Frederick Hale

The Danish Colonization Society of 1879 (Den danske
Kolonisations-Forening af 1879) is one of several organizations
which historians have generally ignored. An analysis of it,
however, could illuminate further a number of matters pertinent
to the general theme of Scandinavian emigration. Essentially, it
was an association that intended to assist economically deprived
Danes in securing a collective home overseas as well as passage
to it at the least possible expense. The Society was short-lived,
apparently disbanding a little more than a year after coming into
being. Moreover, the only direct evidence of its activity is its
truncated biweekly newspaper, Udvandrings-Tidende (Emigration Times)! Yet the Society's activity and rhetoric touched on
earlier colonization efforts, the rise of Danish socialism, the role
of emigration agents, projects to prepare prospective emigrants
for their new environment, and other matters of common interest
to students of international migration. In the present article I
shall discuss the background from which the Society emerged, its
activities, and its abrupt demise. By examining more carefully
the limited evidence than has hitherto been done, I shall correct
certain mistakes in the brief consideration of it in Kristian Hvidt's
study of Danish emigration~
It was hardly accidental that the Danish Colonization Society
was founded in the late 1870s. Emigration from Denmark
accelerated somewhat after the Civil War but dropped
precipitously after the depression of 1873 and the attendant
gloomy prospects of employment in the United States became
known in Europe. After a nadir of approximately five years,
though, the number of Danes leaving their homeland began to
rise in accord with the American economy. The curve of emigration continued to ascend until reaching its zenith in 1882. The
Society sought to guide and assist this wave of interest in settling
overseas.
As in other countries, demographic and economic " push"
factors in Denmark complemented the "pull " of North America
and other areas. The population of the kingdom leaped from
approximately 900,000 in 1800 to more than 2,800,000 by the outbreak of World War I. Its area, some 43,000 square kilometers in
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its present borders, proved incapable of supporting this unprecedented increase. An ever-expanding class of landless
peasants had little choice but to drift into the cities in search of
employment. Owing largely to this influx, the population of
Copenhagen swelled from roughly 200,000 in 1870 to nearly half
a million three decades later. The most important provincial
cities, such as Aarhus, Aalborg, and Odense, experienced similar
growth during the same period . Although the industrial revolution transformed the Danish economy and produced a relatively
large urban working class, the manufacturing sector did not have
the capacity to absorb the flow from the countryside. To many
unemployed Danes, therefore, emigration seemed to be the only
escape from poverty . Others remained and sought to improve
their lot by joining the socialist movement, a phenomenon which
drew mixed reactions from the urban poor when the Social
Democratic Party was founded in 1871 . This was the milieu in
which emigration from Denmark peaked and the Danish Colonization Society was founded .
Of course, economic despair did not lead automatically to
emigration . " Pull " factors communicated to Denmark through a
variety of channels that tended to exaggerate them were vital in
galvanizing discontent. Individual social reformers were among
the first to encourage emigration. Rasmus Sl/>rensen (1799-1865),
for example, a prominent politician and lay preacher, left
Denmark in 1852 and settled in Wisconsin. In a series of short
books published in Copenhagen between 1847 and 1863, he
described the Badger State as a haven for destitute Scandinavians in search of land . Sl/>rensen also accompanied three groups
of Danes across the Atlantic~ Other sincere reformers, prompted
less by ulterior profit motives than by the vision of upward social
mobility for their indigent countrymen, followed in his wake.
Letters from these early pioneers to friends and relatives in
Denmark were a second " pull" factor. In his analysis of Danish
emigration, Hvidt describes the role of correspondence to and
from immigrants and concludes that " a single one of these
mountains of letters home, if sent to the right place at the right
time, could sent out waves like a stone cast into the water and
cause emigration from that area to increase." 4 To Rasmus
Sl/>rensen, writing in 1863, the role of these " America letters" also
seemed profound. Not professional advertising, he asserted, but
rather " the scrawl of semi-literate emigrants in letters sent from
America to kin, friends, and acquaintances at home in Europe"
had caused the number of migrants to climb~ Sl/>rensen's evaluation may be debated, but immigrant correspondence was un-
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questionably a central source of information about the possibility of material betterment in the New World .
Business concerns with a vested interest in increasing emigration also played a key role in guiding those who had decided to
leave Denmark to certain destinations abroad and encouraging
them to use certain forms of transportation . By the 1870s a vast
and expanding network of emigration agents and sub-agents
sprawled across most of Denmark. Representing a host of shipping and railway lines, real estate companies, and various other
firms, each proclaimed the supposedly unlimited opportunities
of the region and the comforts of the means of transportation
that they were promoting. Competition was fierce. The dishonesty of some agents and the propensity of many for irresponsible
exaggeration in their advertising led to widespread public suspicion of them . Indeed, warnings against certain agents and shipping companies became a Leitmotiv in correspondence from
Danes abroad. Governments of individual American states as
well as British colonies and other nations also entered the competition to attract settlers. Wisconsin, Minnesota, and other
states sent emissaries to Scandinavia to recruit Nordic immigrants~ These men were hardly disinterested, but in any case
they were generally more reputable than the representatives of
private firms who were paid on a commission basis. As we shall
see, the Danish Colonization Society of 1879 sought to avoid the
difficulties that emigration agents had gained an unsavory
reputation for causing by dealing directly with foreign governments.
Before turning to the Society, however, it is necessary to
describe briefly an abortive colonization project of the
mid-1870s that sprang from Danish socialism . Inspired by the
Paris Commune, a group of Danes led by Louis Pio (1841-1894)
organized in 1871 a Danish affiliate of the lnternationa.le? The
following year the domineering Pio gained notoriety through his
speeches and publications as a virulent agitator against the
bourgeois establishment. His imprisonment in 1873 retarded the
movement's growth, but in 1875 Pio was paroled and ran unsuccessfully for a seat in the Danish parliament. His personality
and wastefulness cost him support within the party, however,
late in 1876 he accepted a bribe from the Copenhagen police to
emigrate to the United States. In the meantime, Pio and some of
his comrades had begun to consider organizing emigration along
socialist lines in emulation of efforts by British trade unions~
Another leading Danish socialist, Poul Geleff (1842-1928), traveled extensively in the United States in 1876 and upon returning to
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Denmark declared Kansas to be a nearly ideal location for
situating a socialist colony~ Through its newspaper, SocialDemokraten [The Social Democrat], he and Pio vigorously promoted their proposed colony, but the response was minute. In
April, 1877 they and fewer than twenty other Danes arrived in
Ellis County, Kansas and began to build their utopia. The experiment collapsed within two months, however, leaving the disillusioned settlers to their own devices. Its failure soon became
known in Denmark and probably made prospective emigrants
wary of undertaking similar ventures.
Nevertheless, by 15 February 1879 a group of approximately
thirty men, "almost exclusively of modest position," felt sufficiently confident to organize the Danish Colonization Society: 0
Its membership eventually numbered at least 148, although the
exact figure is unknown:' No official register of the rank and file
seems to have survived, so it is impossible to determine precisely
what kind of prospective emigrants the Society attracted. In any
event, its leaders did not stem from the city's Lumpenproletariat.
Most appear to have been artisans or shopkeepers. Those whose
professions were listed in its newspaper in 1879 included a
typographer, a master weaver, a retailer, a cabinet-maker, and an
employee of a shoe factory: 2 Such members would have had little difficulty in paying the initial membership fee of twenty-five
r/,re or the monthly dues of the same amount.13 At a special
plenary meeting held on 15 August 1879 the Society voted to
raise its dues to forty r/,re and use the additional revenue to
publish a newspaper, Udvandrings-Tidende, on a biweekly
basis. Members automatically received the new periodical, to
which the general public could subscribe for sixty-six r/,re per
quarter:• It was published at the Society's headquarters on the
ground floor of Peder Hvidtfeldstraede 12 in central
Copenhagen.
The Society trod gingerly in establishing its identity. In a
lengthy editorial printed in the first issue of UdvandringsTidende, N. Petersen, its initial editor, vowed that it would not
become a political forum . This assurance did not prevent him
from asserting, however, that "many have become victims of the
socialist movement without improving the plight of the working
class ." Petersen's disavowal of Pio's movement may have sprung
in part from a desire to prevent readers from associating the
Society with his fiasco in Kansas two years before. Yet the editor
was not blind to the fundamental legitimacy of many of the
socialists' complaints. He noted that unemployment was rampant and the number of Danes on the dole continued to grow.
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The deteriorating economic situation of Denmark, Petersen
perceived, provided the Society with its chief raison d'etre. Since
the state had apparently proven itself incapable of stimulating
full employment and the socialist movement had yielded little
results, emigration was the only feasible solution to the national
crisis. Whether he and his colleagues actually believed that the
Society could foster and assist an exodus large enough to ease
the demographic pressure then crushing the Danish economy is
impossible to say. It seems plausible that they hoped to serve as
an example for other Danes who realized that their chances of
achieving economic self-sufficiency in Europe were close to nil.
Despite the Society's limited membership, modesty did not mark
its leaders' understanding of this undertaking, whose goal
Petersen summarized as "to centralize emigration and guide
men to the establishment of a guaranteed colony for industrious
workers whom the constricted conditions of Denmark attract to
distant areas .... " 15
The Society's constitution stated explicitly how this would be
achieved. After "corresponding with the governments of those
lands to which emigration leads," it would "form a colony in that
country which during investigations and negotiations offers the
most favorable conditions for its establishment and advancement, and thereby give the dispossessed access to employment
and self-sufficiency." 16 Its leaders also hoped to collect enough
money to dispatch " a few knowledgeable, dependable, and
capable men to America or Australia" to negotiate directly with
a government for advantageous terms!'
The Society almost immediately wrote to immigration
departments and other authorities in countries on four continents, although its steering committee did not inform the
members of the extent of its correspondence until January, 1880.
The list it published at that time is impressive in its geographical
scope. Since the United States had been and remained the
destination of most Danish emigrants, that nation naturally
dominated the roll . The Society had contacted the governments
of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Iowa, Texas, Nebraska, Kansas, Arkansas, Oregon, and Dakota Territory. American railroads also sold
land and occasionally cooperated with immigrant colonization
ventures, so the Society had also corresponded with the Union
Pacific, Kansas Pacific, St. Paul-Minneapolis, Wisconsin Central,
Winona and St. Peter, and St. Paul and Sioux City lines! 8
Moreover, it reported having written to an unidentified "CosmoAmerican Colonization and Improvements Bureau." In Canada,
the Society had contacted the governments of the Dominion and
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the provinces of Manitoba, Ontario, and British Columbia, the
last of which eventually included thousands of Scandinavian immigrant residents. It had also written to immigration officials in
all of the Australian states and the British colonies of Natal and
the Cape of Good Hope in southern Africa. Outside the Englishspeaking world, Argentina and Brazil were also contacted : 9 Having cast such a broad net, the Society was no doubt confident
that one or more foreign governments or private concerns would
make an acceptable offer of inexpensive land and subsidized
transportation .
Many of the inquiries received prompt responses which were
conveyed to the members at considerable length in the columns
of Udvandrings-Tidende. Its editor and his colleagues in the
Society's leadership weighed them carefully and sought to sift
the salient facts from the heaps of promotional I iterature that
arrived at their office. Their reactions provide insight into the
process by whi ch prospective emigrants chose their adopted
homes.
Minnesota, which vigorously recruited Scand inavian settlers
and in 1870 had ranked fourth behind Wisconsin, Illinois, and
Iowa in the number of Danish-born residents with 1910, naturally
captured much of the Society's attention~0 The secretary of its
Immigration Commission, H. H. Young, sent " a rather large collection" of books and other materials not only in Danish and
English but, curiously, in German and French as well . Editor
Petersen commended Young's answer to the Society's inquiry as
" very satisfactory and detailed" and surmised that since the
printed matter had been published by the government of Minnesota it " by and large gives a factual impression of conditions in
that state." He cautioned readers, however, that some of the
material " may be a bit too rosy. " 21 In response to specific questions, the secretary assured the Danes that the United States did
not have a military draft during times of peace, music to the ears
of those on the verge of being pressed into the hapless Danish army, which had lost a costly war against Pruss ia and Austria in
1864. Less accurately, he asserted that " even in times of war
citizens do not have to enter the army, because our system of
recruitment and financial inducements always provides enough
soldiers ... ." In fact, during the Civil War the Enrollment Act of
1863 had required most men between the ages of twenty and
forty-five to register for conscription, regardless of whether they
had acquired citizenship. Immigrants had joined native
Americans in violent " draft riots" that year and often evaded
coerced involvement in the bloody altercation. Young correctly
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informed the Society that there was no state church in America,
where voluntary contributions supported religious institutions.
This was also good news to the Danes, most of whom apparently
had little interest in their national Lutheran church in which nearly all held nominal membership. Indeed, many Danes who encouraged emigration, including the lay preachers Rasmus
S(/>rensen and Mogens Abraham Sommer (1829-1901 ), frequently
cited the absence of public church rates as one of the chief attractions of the United States 22 Young described objectively the
three most reasonable routes to land ownership in Minnesota.
Immigrants could claim homesteads of 160 acres by declaring
their intention to become citizens and paying a nominal fee.
" You could hardly ask for anything better than this," he noted.
Alternatively, they could purchase public domain for $1.25 an
acre or buy land from the railroads at prices ranging from four to
seven dollars an acre payable over five to seven years . The
secretary noted that special concessions were occasionally given
and prudently cautioned the Danes not to purchase land
anywhere before they had exp1ored that possibility. In a
postscript, he added that Minnesota enfranchised foreign nationals who had fulfilled a residence requirement of one year
and declared their intention of becoming citizens of the United
States~3
The materials from the North Star State unquestionably
made a profound impression on the leaders of the Society. Data
about Minnesota and its appropriateness for Nordic newcomers
filled the next three issues of Udvandrings-Tidende. Members of
the Society were informed that forests covered a third of the
state's territory and that even its prairies were interrupted by
trees that farseeing early pioneers had planted. Hence, fuel was
plentiful and wooden houses and other farm buildings could be
erected inexpensively. The materials for a cabin approximately
sixteen feet square cost only forty-five dollars, provided the settler chinked the walls with turf to insulate it. The interior could
be furnished for even less. A team of oxen, a plow, and a wagon
could be had for slightly over $200. By optimistic estimates, a
newcomer could till fifty acres and harvest enough corn to
realize a profit the first year. The editor cautioned that poor
yields or low prices for agricultural commodities could limit income, however, and in fact letters from immigrants subsequently
revealed that such was often the case. For those not interested in
farming, "carpenters, masons, smiths, and painters can .always
count on finding employment" while " in the ranks of the working
class none are more favorably positioned than servant girls."
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Even Minnesota's fearsome winter fared well in UdvandringsTidende. " The winter cold is not constant," wrote its editor naively, " but lasts for only a few days at a time and is interrupted by
frequent warm periods from the middle of January until the middle of February." In addition to the material inducements of this
supposed Nirvana in the Upper Midwest, the Danes could expect
a warm reception there as an ethnic group: " Because of their industriousness, honesty, and vast numbers, Scandinavians are
highly regarded and have been given a large number of positions,
from the highest to the lowest. " 24 Like several of the editor's
other comments about Minnesota, however, this was at most a
half-truth. Nordic immigrants were unquestionably more
welcome than southern and eastern Europeans, both in that state
and elsewhere. Yet their reception was not always harmonious.
In 1885 a young Dane wrote from Minneapolis that " as a matter
of fact our people are not well regarded by the Americans. They
maintain, and I can hardly deny it, that after the Irish the Danes
are the most given to drink and other evils." Of the 1,000 Danes
in the city, he reported, " only four or five have attained a better
standard than that which they could have attained back home ...
." The disillusioned immigrant warned that anyone who followed
in his footsteps "must not shirk at hard work or at being treated
like a dog." 25
The Society did little to publicize the merits of other states,
but its leaders foun\J Canada appealing. Like several other
governments, that of the Dominion actively recruited immigrants
from the Scandinavian countries . It competed directly with the
United States. The Dominion Lands Act of 1872 surpassed the
American Homestead Act by offering new settlers up to 200
acres instead of 160. Its terms were publicized in Copenhagen
during the 1870s~• Moreover, since eastern Canada was closer
than the United States, tickets were cheaper to the northern
country. To accentuate the difference, the Canadian government
temporarily subsidized the fares in an " assisted passage"
scheme. As Hvidt has pointed out, however, Scandinavians occasionally exploited these benefits and simply continued on to the
United States~ 7 Finally, Canada was economically more attractive than the United States for several years after the Panic of
1873 struck the latter country.
The editor of Udvandrings-Tidende delineated at great length
the conditions of the Dominion Lands Act as well as the terms on
which acreages could be claimed or bought in Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, British Columbia, and on
Prince Edward Island. He paid special attention to Manitoba,
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where a combination of provIsIons allowed settlers to accumulate large holdings. There the Dominion Lands Act gave
adults 160 acres gratis and an option to buy additional quarter
sections for a dollar an acre. Beyond this, enterprising pioneers
could acquire 640 acres of prairie land by planting trees on at
least eight acres during each of four consecutive years. The
editor seemed especially encouraged by the fact that 1,500
Icelanders had recently formed a colony west of Lake
Winnipeg 28
In response to these heartening signals from North America,
the Society's steering committee wrote to the Canadian Department of Agriculture and expressed its interest in Manitoba. In addition to free homesteads, the Danes requested subsidized transAtlantic passage as well as an appropriation for " beginning
public works projects in the colony, such as roads, bridges, and
the like, on which its first settlers could find employment." The
committee also wrote to various emigration agents in
Copenhagen and asked for free passage to either Quebec or New
York for one or two scouts from the Society who were to select
an appropriate site for the colony~ 9 A Canadian official replied in
late March, 1880 that " no financial assistance will be given in the
form of a loan or purchase of seed ." He did not mention public
improvements but simply warned that immigrants in Manitoba
"should possess sufficient means to begin farming on prairie land
and subsist until the first harvest." 30
While the Society pondered the limits of the Canadian offer,
it received a promising proposal from the Land and Immigration
Board of Natal in southern Africa. That British colony had
already attracted the interest of various groups of Scandinavians.
The first of a series of Norwegian missionary stations was founded in adjacent Zululand in 1850. By the 1860s Nordic immigrants
had begun to trickle in, although the colony did not consistently
encourage new settlement until the Land and Immigration Board
was established in 1878. It might be noted that thirty-one Danes
reportedly left for the nearby Cape Colony that year 3 1 At the end
of the decade Captain Nils Landmark, who had spent several
yea~s sailing Norwegian missionaries to and from Madagascar,
wrote to the Board to inquire about the conditions under which it
· would accept and assist Norwegian immigrants~2 The Danish Colonization Society made a similar inquiry in January, 1880. Like
the Norwegians, the Danes were informed that provided a colony
of between twenty-five and fifty families could be mustered,
each household would be sold 100 acres of land for seven shillings and six pence per acre, payable over ten years beginning the
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third year after they arrived in Natal. In addition, the Board promised the Danes free passage from Denmark to the colony, a
lucrative offer which the editor of Udvandrings-Tidende printed
in bold type. The leaders of the Society were cautioned,
however, not to conclude final arrangements to send colonists
until after the Board had approved their list of potential settlers.
The proposal from Natal seemed providential. " The rays of
the African sun have suddenly brought light and warmth to our
hitherto so weak sprout of hope," commented S. Kisum, the second editor of Udvandrings-Tidende. He and his colleagues
assured the Society's members that the first colony would
therefore " probably be formed in Africa" but that a second
would soon be founded in Canada " to give those who are afraid
to join the African colony a freer choice." The steering committee prematurely assured the Land and Immigration Board that
fifty Danish families were ready to sail. Two days later they requested members of the Society who were interested in joining
the first party to Natal to register with them ~3
Since "conditions in Africa are generally quite unknown in
Denmark and many have a prejudiced view of that continent,"
Kisum vigorously attempted to present a favorable image of
Natal. He also resumed publication of a serial on the Cape Colony which had appeared in the first and third issues of
Udvandrings-Tidende. 34 In the final extant issue of that
periodical, Kisum weighed the merits of the proposals from
Canada and Natal. The North American dominion, he noted, offered land free of charge in several of its provinces. Moreover,
passage to Quebec would cost only five pounds per person. On
the other hand, " the answer from the colonial administration in
Natal is apparently the more advantageous of the two" because
it included a free voyage there from Denmark. Kisum advised
readers against making a final choice before the authorities in
Natal replied to certain questions concerning their willingness to
accept future groups of Danes, flexibility in paying for the
acreages, and related matters~5
Precisely what became of the optimistic scheme to settle
Danes in Natal is unfortunately unknown. It may have fizzled,
possibly owing to an unwillingness to pay for land that could be
claimed in North America. The colony's census of 1891
numbered very few Danish-born residents, none of whom lived in
the Umzimkulu magisterial district where there had been a
Norwegian settlement since 1882~6 Moreover, the records of the
Norwegian church there indicate that between 1882 and 1932
242 of the Norwegian settlers and their descendants had been
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married in the parish, over half of them to non-Norwegians, but
only one to a Dane~7 As late as 1911 Natal had only ninety-six
Danish-born residents, in contrast with 680 from Norway~8 At that
time the Union of South Africa, an amalgamation of Natal, the
Cape, the Transvaal, and the Orange Free State created in 1910
after the Anglo-Boer War, included 911 Danes. A decided plurality of them (425) lived in the Transvaal, which had attracted a
large, polyglot immigrant population after gold was discovered
there in the 1880s. 353 of the others resided at the Cape~ 9 I have
not uncovered any evidence that Danish emigration to southern
Africa can be attributed to colonization ventures .
In addition to disseminating information about possible areas
of settlement, the Society sought to prepare prospective colonists in at least three other ways. The first was by promoting a
sense of social unity among its members. Besides its monthly
meetings, most of which were held in the clubrooms of various
restaurants in Copenhagen, the Society occasionally arranged
gala evenings. One of the first, advertised as an " entertainment
evening and ball," was held on St. Stephen's Day, 1879, at the
Store Ravnsborg Restaurant in the capital. Members were invited
to escort guests, and tickets were sold for one crown per couple,
a price twice as high as the initial membership fee for two people. For their money, they were promised a " large elegant
ballroom, a spacious checkroom, and an outstanding
orchestra." 40 The Colonization Society obviously did not draw its
members from the growing proletariat of Copenhagen. The following
February the Society held its first birthday party in a trade union hall,
however, indicating that it maintained contact with the working class.
The marathon program began with a welcome from the chairman at
eight p .m . and ended nine hours later after singing , dancing, and a
humorous look at American elections~ 1
At an early date the Society began to offer its members instruction in English. Each issue of Udvandrings-Tidende carried
an excerpt from the Society's Haandbog i Engelsk [English
Manual] which, its editor asserted, introduced that language more
smoothly than any of its competitors on the market. He suggested that readers clip the individual fascicles from the bottom
of Udvandrings-Tidende and bind them together as a booklet to
take along when they emigrated. The Society also advertised
English lessons at its headquarters. For two hours of instruction
weekly, members paid between one and two crowns a month
depending on the number of participants~ 2 The Society's efforts
to impart English through these means indicated the
geographical limits of its serious plans to create colonies abroad .
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Eventually several thousand Danes settled in South America, but
the Society does not appear to have given that continent serious
consideration after initially writing to Brazil and Argentina. Apart
from the apparently short-lived flirt with Natal, its attention was
clearly focused on Canada and the United States.
Finally, the Society sought to assist potential colonists by
raising a " travel fund" which would help to defray the expenses
of emigrating. Through Thorvald Nielsen, a member of the
Danish parliament, it appealed to the government for public
support in April, 1879. The request was denied because the Society had not yet finalized its plans to create a colony overseas~ 3 Its
leaders could not deny that the rejection was a blow to their
plans. They told the other members in November that "the most
difficult part of our task is to raise enough money to cover the
passage for the first group [of emigrants]. ... " 44 Several measures
were taken to solicit capital , none apparently successful. Dues
were raised from twenty-five to forty ¢,re, a move that may have
backfired. Some of the proceeds from the gala evenings were
channeled into the travel fund . Members were asked to contribute to it voluntarily. In March, 1880 the steering committee
implored those who wished to be included in the first party to
depart for a destination that had not yet been determined to
send whatever they could afford to the headquarters so that it
would be possible to draw up more concrete plans~ 5 There is no
evidence that a significant number responded .
During the spring of 1880, when leaders of the Society expressed with increasing confidence their belief that the first
group could depart as soon as the venue for a colony could be
decided, the Society apparently began to collapse. One early
and persistent symptom of its ills was the refusal of many
members to pay their dues. After warning them repeatedly, the
steering committee invoked a by-law and excised fifty-seven of
them from the rolls in April , 1880. Their membership numbers
were printed in Udvandrings-Tidende~6 Only two were charter
members of the Society, but most had relatively low numbers, indicating that they had been affiliated with it for approximately a
year. It seems plausible that these individuals had grown weary
of the relentless assurances by the steering committee that the
establishment of a colony lay right around the corner and lost
confidence in the Society's ability to help them realize their
dreams. Some, of course, may simply have emigrated independently without cancelling their membership. Even before it
trimmed the deadwood from its ranks, however, the Society's
general financial status had become precarious. Its balance
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sheet for 1879 indicated receipts of 371 crowns and 77 q,re but expenses of 394 crowns and 93 1/,re. Voluntary contributions during
the fourth quarter prevented the debt from being more than
twice as large~ 7 No record of the Society's finances for 1880 appears to have survived, but in all likelihood the situation
deteriorated still further that year owing to the unwillingness of
so many members to pay their dues. Publication of UdvandringsTidende had accounted for more than half of the disbursements
in 1879; the reduction in the number of subscribers probably
doomed that semi-monthly. When it ceased publication is
unknown. The backfile at the Royal Library in Copenhagen contains thirteen consecutive issues through that of 15 April 1880.
That final extant number gives no indication that it would be the
last. In any event, the Society played no perceptible role in
Danish emigration history during the mass exodus of the early
1880s. In all probability it simply ceased to exist in 1880 after a
little more than one year of struggle.
The history of the Danish Colonization Society of 1879 per se
should not be exaggerated. Indeed, there is no available
evidence that it sent a single Dane to the United States, Canada,
Natal, or any other destination. Moreover, the influence of its
meetings and publications is impossible to gauge. Yet the Society
merits attention even if only as a short-lived attempt to bypass
emigration agents, negotiate collectively with foreign governments, and prepare prospective emigrants for their adaptation in
the New World . Its brief history reveals something of the complexity of the nineteenth-century Danish exodus that its
historians must take into accoune 8
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Reminiscences from a Long Life
by Ane Helena Paulsen
The following account is m y grandmother's own story - translated
b y m y late mother who is Agnes in the story. The original, with
some deletions, was published as "Erindringer fra et langt Liv" in
Jul egranen, 1948.
- Eva Nielsen
My maiden name was Ane Helene Nielsen and I was born in
Yestergaard, Lend um Sogn close to Frederickshavn on January
22 , 1866. My father's name was Ole Christian Nielsen, Kirkerod,
Skaerum Sogn. He died early of tuberculosis. I can scarcely
remember him. My mother's name was Mariane Jensen. She was
the daughter of Jens Nielsen, Sibndergaard, Lendum Sogn, and his
wife Jo hanne Marie Larsdatter of Vang, Sibndergaard, Tirslev
Sogn.
My mother was a seamstress. She had received this training
because she had a leg weakness which hindered her in doing the
hard work most of the farm girls did at that time. When she
found herself alone with two daughters she went back to her
sewing again. I was raised in the home of my maternal grandparents and my sister Mathilde lived her childhood with her
father's family. Both were good old-fashioned farm homes but I
had the more difficult time because my grandmother was a stern
old woman who often punished me severely. As I grew up I performed many useful tasks both inside and out. I helped with the
milking and the care of the cattle. I was quick and strong and enjoyed work . I was often reprimanded but I cannot remember
ever receiving a word of praise from my stern old grandmother.
She taught me to work and to obey without question. The one
person I loved above anyone in my childhood was my pious old
grandfather. My I ittle bed stood at the foot of my grandfather's
bed and my earliest memory is of learning to pray from listening
to my grandfather' s prayers. I know that is how I learned the
Lord's prayer.
The hymns I heard my grandfather sing have always been
dear to me. I have always loved to sing. Grandfather read often
in the New Testament and he always went to church on Sunday.
Before he went to church he read a sermon aloud to himself. I
would sit quietly at his feet and listen though it is doubtful that I
understood much of it. It must have been his air of reverence and
deep devotion which so impressed me. Children were seldom
taken to church in those days but I can picture my grandfather
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with his dark hair and gentle face seated in his pew. He wore his
long Sunday coat and his best wooden shoes. He was a quiet
man but he was highly respected and held many trusted positions in the community. He was altogether an honest and true
Christian. I have always felt that I received many blessings from
his God-fearing life. When my grandmother's stepfather came to
visit he usually stayed all night. My grandfather ceased working
and the two sat together and read or discussed religious subjects.
There were many Baptists in our Sogn but while grandfather lived none of his children came under their influence. After he died
my mother and a sister became Baptists.
I started to school when I was six. I had coaxed and begged
to go for a long time. I loved to read and it was easy for me to
learn and the teacher said I consumed everything. I could read
and write and memorize hymns and the catechism before I
entered school. I remember sitting at grandmother's feet, learning to spell while she used the spinning wheel. I believe that is
where most children learned their lessons in those days. I could
have learned a lot in school because I had both the desire and
the ability but our teacher, whose name was Mr. Nielsen, drank
most of the time. He sat over at the inn which was right beside
the school and when he was in school he usually sat at the desk
and read the newspapers.
I was always at the top of the class and when the teacher was
absent I usually taught the girls and the top scholar among the
boys taught them . We didn't learn much but we did learn to read
and write and do a few simple problems in arithmetic. Of course
we learned many hymns and Bible passages. Once in a while we
were allowed to sing a few hymns or songs. Then we really felt
festive. If there only had been enough books! There were so few
that I once found an old history of Denmark which I read so
many times, I knew many passages by heart. When I could find
no other reading material I took the huge old Bible down from
the shelf and read the Old Testament. I found many strange
stories there. When I grew older I always carried a copy of the
New Testament in my pock~t when I herded cows. Once when I
was deeply engrossed in my reading the cows ran over the
neighbor's hay stack. Grandfather was very angry and asked me
what I had been reading. I showed him the New Testament. He
threatened to punish me severely and I was so frightened that I
prayed fervently to God that grandfather wouldn't punish me.
When I came home that night not a harsh word was said to me so
now I knew that my prayers were heard.
I was only eight years old when I could go barefooted to the
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barn and untie eight to ten cows, lead them to the meadow and
tether them there. Later in the day I would go out and lead them
home for water at noon and evening. I likewise cared for the
sheep and goats. I loved the little lambs and the geese. When the
others were napping at noon I would carry water out to the sheep
in the meadow if I saw they were thirsty. I always talked with the
geese. They were my special friends . It was so amusing to see
their round little bodies plop into the stream which flowed below
our farm . They seemed so happy as they played in the water. In
the meantime I was busy picking up the feathers they had lost in
the course of the day. I think I received two half shillings for two
pounds of feathers. While the goslings were small they were not
tethered . I would pick them up one by one, kiss them and drop
them in my apron to carry them to the goose nest while the
mother goose tripped behind me, scolding. I loved the little
calves too, and I grieved that they had to be tethered .
I was not fortunate enough to grow up in my own home with
my parents, but I thank God for the home I had. Though I did not
receive much love I learned to work and to trust in God and
learned to distinguish between good and evil. Our old teacher,
drunkard that he was, taught us something too. His little round
figure and red face- I can still see him as he wandered around
the schoolroom explaining the Bible stories. We I istened
reverently though we could read it ourselves in our Bibles.
It was now almost time for me to finish school and to prepare
to be confirmed. At my last examination in school the bishop was
there. I was highly commended that day for my reading, writing,
arithmetic, and for all the correct answers I gave. I heard the
bishop tell grandfather that I should be allowed to go to school
further. I was happy to hear that, but the prospects were not very
bright. I went to our new pastor for Bible instruction that winter.
He was pleasant and lively and we all liked him . He was so very
nice to me and I could always answer the questions he asked and
memorize all the hymns he assigned . I visited him many times
after I was confirmed . He was always willing to talk with me and
to answer my many questions. Had he been able to open the
doors to the spiritual world I so hungered for, much could have
been won . I was confirmed on April 4th, 1880. It was a great day
for me but less than a month later I experienced my first great
sorrow. My beloved grandfather died on the first day of May.
Another great event also occurred about that time. My
mother got married. I had a stepfather. My grandmother didn't
like him and perhaps that was the reason I disliked him. There
were two things she didn't like about him . He had worked himself
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up and become a sort of engineer. He associated mostly with the
big landowners and besides that, he was a Baptist. Later my
mother also became a Baptist. I was to have gone home to live
with them but the thought of becoming a Baptist held me back.
It never appealed to me though I was deeply religious by nature.
After the death of my grandfather my life changed completely. Since I did not wish to live with my mother and stepfather I
was obliged to go out and work for my living. I was only fifteen
and fortunately I secured a position with a schoolteacher and his
family. It was a sad day when I had to leave my childhood home.
I had to work hard in my new position but I was healthy and
strong and didn't mind the hard work . I was hired for a year, as
was customary then, and received forty kroner (approximately
eight dollars) for my work. When these people moved to another
community I secured another position for two years. They were
good decent people, but I had to work terribly hard. I arose at
four o'clock in the morning and milked eight cows three times a
day. As I was hired to be the second maid I also had to do field
work. The work during harvest was extra heavy but spring work,
when we hauled peat, was hard too, and, of course, there was
manure to be hauled the year around. We never got enough
sleep, and I was seldom in bed before eleven. My last job at night
was to pull thirty-nine pails of water out of the deep well to cool
the milk in its containers. I was only sixteen!
I had one good friend on that farm and that was the old
grandfather. I have so much to thank him for. He was a faithful
Christian and of " Grundtvigian" influence. He often called me into his little apartment and asked me to read for him out of the
good religious books and the Bible. This old man- his name was
Jens Vang- helped me in so many ways. I am sure it was
because of his influence that I never joined the Baptists. He explained to me from the Bible why their teachings were false, and
he often said to me, " Hold fast to your childhood teachings and
faith, then God will lead you and help you because in your baptism you became His child, and if you hold fast to that nothing
can tear you away from Him."
It was also there that I first attended religious meetings. It
was in the early years of the folk schools and I was permitted to
attend some of these meetings. It was a great joy for me. They
advised me to attend one of these schools when I became a little
older. I had always dreamed of becoming a teacher and I
thought that perhaps I could begin to prepare myself for that if I
attended a folk school.
When I had worked for these good people for two years I was
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offered a position as parlor maid on one of the big estates in that
neighborhood. I pleaded to stay where I was . I had no desire to
work at such a place. My aunt advised me to accept it because
the lady there was very competent and stern and I could learn a
great deal from her. I knew my mother would not have put
pressure on me to go to such a place where everyone knew there
was much immorality and wickedness. It was a daily struggle for
me to steer clear of it all. Had I dared, I would have run away,
but such a thing was unheard of because I would not only have
forfeited my wages and my belongings but also no one would
ever write me a letter of recommendation so I could secure
another position. Such were the laws in those days. I did not get
to go to church once that year and I visited my home just twice.
It was a great day for me when my stepfather came for me on
the first day of November. I had promised my mother I would
stay home and help her for a year. I had to work hard but my
mother and I had good times together. If only she would not
have coaxed me all the time to become a Baptist. I had such daring plans that I dared not tell my mother about. I wanted to attend a folk school the following year. One Sunday I was allowed
to visit my aunt in Aalborg, and on that trip I made a quick visit
to the folk school in Stenum and I made arrangements to come
there in November and attend school both that winter and the
following summer. I was to work part time to pay for some of it.
So at last I arrived at a folk school! It was as though I entered
an entirely different world . Everything was so cheerful! I had to
work quite hard but it was a pleasant and bright atmosphere.
Mrs. Therkeldsen was our house mother and a particularly good
woman . I liked her husband too, but I stood a little in awe of him.
One teacher, whose name was Dolleris, I also admired very
much. Yes, that was a happy year for me. I read everything I
could get time for and listened to all the lectures I could. The
doors to a new and beautiful world were opened for me. I
thought life was so wonderful. I wanted fervently to live a good
and pure life.
I am sure it helped me that I became engaged to a good
young man. He was so clean and good . We loved each other
deeply and were engaged for five years . He was a soldier in
Aalborg and later he became a book binder apprentice there.
When I later ended my schooling and came to teach on the
island of Mars, he came up to visit me a couple of times. It was a
time of deep happiness for me. Later when he had ended his
apprenticeship, he had to travel in Germany to receive further
training. It seemed as if we grew away from each other when we
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were separated and we became strangers. It was a deep sorrow
for me and I resolved never to marry.
I was happy in my teaching on Mors. Later I taught in Erslev
and while I was there I could go to church in the well known
Ansgar Church. The first Sunday I attended services there, Reverend Rasmus Lund preached . It was to be his last sermon as he
died soon after. There was a Christian fellowship in that congregation such as I have never known anywhere else . I taught in the
school and the bishop was my superior who conducted examinations in my school. His church was close to my school and I was
expected to attend services there. However, I chose to attend the
" free church" and he never objected. On the contrary, he was
friendly and helpful and praised my pupils.
My sister Mathilde had gone to America, but she had
promised to come back in three years, and she kept her promise.
Now she was determined that I should come with her when she
returned to America. At first I flatly refused, but she came to visit
me and stayed six weeks and finally convinced me. She declared
that it was foolish of me to go there in the best part of my youth
and work for such a small salary and that I could never expect to
advance there. My little half sister Marie stayed with me and I
figured out that if I came back in five years with my pockets full
of money she and I could both attend a woman's college in Vejle
which had just been started. Perhaps we could get a really good
teacher's training and teach together some place and our dear
mother could come and visit- .
Alas! No one knows the far-reaching consequences of leaving
one's native land. Could one understand a little of the deep
regret that stays with one the rest of life many would never take
the step. We left Denmark the eighth of June, 1893. It was a hard
day for my poor mother. She said, " It is as if my heart is breaking!
God guard and shield you, my children." I know she prayed for
us as long as she lived, and she saw all of us again except my
brother August. My two brothers went to South Dakota and
Mathilde and I went to Tacoma, Washington . We landed in
Quebec and traveled west on the Canadian Pacific, reaching our
destination on July second. We were accompanied by a young
girl from Mors whose name was Kristine (])stergaard . She became
my good and faithful friend and she still lives in Tacoma.
All three of us soon found positions as domestic help. It was
an entirely new life for me. I was no longer among good friends
and working with sweet little children. I was in a strange land. I
had learned the English language at home but it was very difficult to handle the language anyway. The wonderful wages I had
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been promised were not so wonderful after all. It was in the 90's
and times were hard. I received two or three dollars a week. That
didn't amount to much. I wanted to save my money so that I
could soon return home. I did the best I could. I had to send
money home for my little sister and I managed to do that. I
repented bitterly that I had left home.
At first I didn't know of the Danish church in Tacoma so I
attended the Norwegian and Swedish Lutheran churches. I finally
found my way to the little Danish church where Reverend Jensen
Mylund was pastor. That consoled me some and I was afterwards
invited to the parsonage with my good friend Kristine. The
following summer I taught Danish vacation school and the
payment I received I turned over to help pay off the debt of the
congregation. I had about twenty children for two to three
months and the school was conducted in an old vacant home.
That spring Kristine (J)stergaard had married a contractor
whose name was Hans Clausen. He was a good man. In their
home I met the man who was to be my husband for thirty-two
years. His name was J<t>rgen Paulsen. He was from South Jutland
(Dybb<t>I) and had been a German soldier for three years . He had
immigrated to this country in 1888 with a cousin Alexander
Paul sen. They had first come to Trufant, Michigan where J<l>rgen's
brother lived, but less than a year later they set off for the west
coast and were working in a factory where artificial ice was being
manufactured. He worked there as a night watchman for seven
to eight years and it was a good position.
Hans Clausen and J<t>rgen were very good friends. He came to
their home to visit his friend Hans and I came to visit Kristine.
Sometimes he offered to see me home because I lived in the
opposite end of the city where the well-to-do people had their
homes but I always refused . I was determined to steer clear of all
men and J</>rgen told me later that he had the same resolve
because he also had had an unhappy love affair before he left
home. But as the days passed we were attracted to each other.
One 4th of July he took me for a long sail boat excursion ride on
the ocean and we became good friends. However, I struggled to
follow my original plan to save money and return home. I was
pulled two ways. I wanted so much to go back to Denmark but I
couldn't leave J<t>rgen. He suggested that we marry and both
return. I really felt that we should wait a while because I needed
to learn more of the American language and customs . The
factory where J<t>rgen worked had closed so he had no work that
winter. However, he owned forty acres of land south of town. He
proceeded to build a little house and clear some land and we
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lived there the first winter we were married. The factory reopened in the spring and we moved back to the city. I never saw
our first· little home again.
Our wedding was on January 15, 1895. Pastor Jensen Mylund
performed the ceremony in the little Danish church in Tacoma
but the reception was held at my sister's house. I was almost
twenty-nine years old and J</>rgen was thirty-five. We lived very
secluded lives out there in the woods but we were very happy.
We knew only one family, that of our closest neighbor. His name
was Jens Svinth. He was a friendly fisherman from Thy in
penmark. He had a big family who were God-fearing people. We
came to love them dearly and have always considered them
some of our best friends. But we didn't live out there for very
long. J</>rgen bought a little home on K Street and we had a cow
and some chickens which I cared for while J</>rgen worked at the
factory.
The next fall , on Thanksgiving Day, our first little girl was
born. I felt that it was the happiest moment of my life when I
held the little one in my arms . I am certain that mother love is
the deepest and purest happiness that earth can give. J</>rgen was
as happy as I. He never tired of carrying her about when he was
home. She was baptized on Christmas Day in the little Danish
church and was given the name of Dagny Helene. In February of
1897 another small daughter was born to us and we named her
Gudrun. We were very happy with our two little girls. J</>rgen
stopped working at the factory at this time and he and his
brother-in-law became partners in a laundry. However, this
partnership lasted only a little more than a year. There was not
enough profit in it for two families to live on. We bought a dairy
on the outskirts of Tacoma. There our third little girl was born .
We would have liked to have a son this time, but comforted ourselves with the thought that no boy could have been sweeter
than this baby girl. Our life as dairy farmers was a hard one.
Sometimes we were without hired help and we had eighteen to
twenty cows to milk. J</>rgen had to deliver the milk in the city
before daylight and I often had to leave the three little ones to
help with the milking. One day the children and I were in a runaway. The horse I was driving turned so suddenly that I fell off
the buggy with Agnes in my arms. The other two little ones sat in
the seat while the horse raced madly across the fields . I gathered
Agnes in my arms and stumbled after the runaway horse praying
that God would help us and to my joy and relief the horse
stopped suddenly and my little ones sat there in the seat
unharmed! I have always felt that that was a miracle.
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Only three weeks later the same horse bolted again and this
time J</>rgen fell off the wagon and broke three small bones in his
back so he was confined to bed for awhile. We hired help but it
was too much for me with all the work so one morning I fainted
in the stable while I was milking and had to go to bed too. The
doctor said it was overexertion and nervousness. That was the
end of our dairying. When J</>rgen recovered he sold the dairy
and rented a farm in Enumclaw. We moved out there the following spring. That was in the year 1900. We all regained our health
and enjoyed the farm . J</>rgen was a born farmer and I liked it
best, too, for both myself and the children .
There were many good Danish people around Enumclaw and
we felt at home among them . There were especially two families
who were so kind and helpful toward us. They were the George
Bruhns, and J. Johansens. Both families had come from Elkhorn,
Iowa. There was also a little Danish church and a good pastor
whose name was N.P. Petersen. He was not a great speaker but a
good honest soul and a true servant of the Lord .
We lived there four happy years and were given two fine
boys. But now came the time that the children should be sent to
school. We lived quite a distance from the school and Dagny
didn't know one word in the English language. I thought it was
terrible to have to send our little girl into such strange surroundings. A German family lived half way between us and the school.
They had four big boys who did everything they could to tease
and frighten Dagny. I was sick at heart and considered walking
with her every day but it was impossible to leave the other four
little ones. The second year was better because Gudrun went too
and the boys stopped plaguing them. I was really anxious to
return to Denmark now. I thought the American school system
was all wrong. I taught the children to read and write Danish
before they entered the public school but I felt that it wasn't
enough.
My sister and her husband took a trip to Denmark and when
they returned J</>rgen said we would go too. I had never
mentioned how I longed to return but he understood how I felt.
So in January of 1904 we sold out- sold our land, our first home
in the woods, our stock and machinery- everything we owned
and left for Denmark with our five children.
(After some months in Denmark, J</>rgen Paulsen managed to
buy a small acreage but the family never lived there.)
... After I had left and J</)rgen stayed there alone with the
people who had sold him the property, he began to feel that he
had made a big mistake. He thought the place was too small. We
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wouldn't be able to make a living on it and we would be left in
debt. After he had thought it over for a few days he paid the
owner a sum of money to cancel the transaction. When J!/>rgen
met me at Kolding he told me that we weren't going to live there
after all. I just couldn't believe it at first. It hurt me to think that
we were to return to America. J!/>rgen said that if we stayed in
Denmark we would have to send the children away from home
to work as soon as they were old enough to be of help. When
they grew up they would very likely all go to America and we
would be left there all alone. We would be poor people with no
prospect of ever getting ahead, while in America we would
eventually be able to have a nice home for ourselves and our
children. So it was decided that we would leave Denmark again .
J!/>rgen comforted me the best he could. It was for my sake we
had come back. Now I would let him decide since he was the one
who was to make a living for us. I thought it was the saddest day
of my life when I had to say goodbye to my dear mother and my
native land.
We sailed from Esbjerg on the eighth day of August. It was
lovely weather all the way and the journey went well. However
my thoughts were continually in Denmark. I remember so little of
the trip because my thoughts centered on all that I would never
see again. I had cried for joy in my mother's kitchen door. I had
gathered forget-me-nots in the meadow and made wreaths to
decorate the graves in the cemetary. I would never see those
dearly loved places again . I felt that I could never be happy
again.
We planned to return to Enumclaw but we wanted to stop in
Michigan to visit J!/>rgen's brother Peter who lived there at
Trufant. It became a long visit because we stayed there seven
years. Peter talked us into staying at least for awhile. We rented a
farm in Maple Valley and stayed there four years . Those were
difficult years. We were poor and had to work very hard to meet
all our expenses. The first summer we were there a beautiful little
girl was born to us and we named her Ellen Kathrine. Two years
later we had another little girl whose name became Anna
Mathilde.
One of the last years we were in Michigan we came in
contact with Pastor P. Kj!/>lhede. The church in Trufant was originally built by the Danish Evangelical Lutheran Church people
but it had become the property of the United Lutheran Church.
The pastor there decided that he preferred to belong to the
Danish Evangelical Lutheran group so we were twenty-two
families who joined together and kept him as our pastor. His
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name was J.J. Borggaard. However, after we had taken this step,
he received a call from Detroit and left us. It was discovered that
the United church had had the rules made over so that if as many
as three members of the original congregation desired to become
members of the newly founded United Lutheran Church then the
church building became the property of that group. The older
ones who had built the church were dismayed at this discovery.
We who refused to conform were forbidden to use the church.
We gathered in an old building in town . Pastor Kjrplhede then
lived in Ashland by Grant where he served that small
congregation . He promised to serve our little group once a
month. Pastor Kildegaard who lived in Muskegon also came
once in a while as did Pastor Nelleman from Manistee. Mrs.
Kjrplhede taught summer school in Ashland and one summer we
sent our Agnes over there for the three months so that she could
take part in it. That fall Pastor Kjrplhede moved from Ashland to
Grayling. It was arranged that Dagny was to accompany them so
she could be prepared for confirmation .
We were never satisfied in Michigan. The church situation
was so unsatisfactory and we didn't get ahead as we had hoped.
We didn't want to go to Washington but then we heard of a new
colony which was being started in northern Minnesota. The land
was cheap, which suited our finances. Jrprgen became interested
and in the fall of 1909 he and a young man, Frede St¢,ttrup, who
also was interested in buying land, took a trip over there. There
was snow on the ground so they couldn't see or judge too much
but they both bought land. We became owners of eighty acres
south of the town which was then named Partridge. When the
Danes decided to start a colony there they had the name
changed to Askov. I think it was Pastor H.C. Strandskov who in
his young days had attended Askov Hrpjskole in Denmark and
received his training there who thought of the name. It has
always held a strong appeal to us and we have been happy over
the name.
And now we were to move again! I dreaded it but at the same
time I was not sorry to be leaving Michigan. We sold everything
except a few pieces of furniture and left in the spring of 1911 . We
traveled by way of Grayling so we could be present at Gudrun' s
confirmation . She had spent the winter at Kjrplhedes and now she
was to go with us to Askov. Agnes stayed with the Kj¢,lhedes a
year to be prepared for confirmation also. We stayed at our good
pastor's home in Grayling for a few days and then set out for our
new home. We really had no home to come to since there was
nothing but trees on our land. It was a blustering cold day in
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March when we arrived. We were met by the Danish storekeeper
Rasmus Pedersen and we accompanied him to the store where
we met Pastor Strandskov. He was then quite greyhaired and
somewhat deaf. We had rented a piece of property north of town
which belonged to lb Dus. There were a few buildings so at least
we were housed. We bought cows and two oxen. However, it was
a depressing year. It all looked so hopeless. We had $1300 and
had to make payments on land. One " forty" cost $14.00 an acre
and the other $17.00 an acre. We were to pay $80.00 a year plus
interest and taxes. There was almost no income and we were a
big family. It would take years before we could harvest anything
since the trees had to be cut down and the land lie idle at least
two years before it could be plowed and planted . Yes, it was all
very difficu It. J¢>rgen was fifty-two years old and our boys were
ten and eleven. We all had to work hard.
In the fall Jfi'>rgen's brother Peter came from Michigan to help
us build a log cabin . We moved on our own farm then in the
spring. The house was sixteen by twenty-four feet. Later we built
an addition to it which was almost as large. A wall was then put
in to divide the cabin into kitchen and living room with two
bedrooms in the new addition . We lived there for six years. We
built a barn, also of logs, in which horses, cows, hogs, and
chickens were kept. We also built a hay barn. It was so difficult
to get hay for all our animals. J'i'>rgen had to mow wild hay with a
scythe on shares. The owner kept half of the hay he cut. Sometimes Jfi'>rgen was so far from home making hay that he slept in a
haystack over night. The boys would then drive out to him in the
hay wagon the next day bringing him his meals. They would
return with a load of hay. I would watch anxiously for the two
little fellows . They always returned safely.
A great grief came to us that fall . We had acquired a gun. All
the boys in the community carried guns because there so many
things to hunt with so many trees and bushes everywhere. Our
boys wanted to try it too, although it worried us a great deal. One
Sunday morning Svend was given permission to go hunting.
Jfi'>rgen was so tired that he was taking a rest while I went to
church. One of the girls came rushing into the house shouting,
" Svend has shot himself! " Jfi'>rgen was so frightened he could
hardly move, he thought the boy was dead . The gun had slipped
from him as he stood on a log which lay across another tree
trunk. The gun discharged as it hit the lower log and then shot
him in the right elbow. It was more than a half mile from home
but the brave little boy ran the whole distance even though his
arm was bleeding badly. J¢>rgen hitched up the horse and drove
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as fast as he could to take him to the doctor. Svend tried his best
to comfort his father, " Don't be afraid. God will help us." Dr.
Fenger bandaged the arm but said he must be taken to a hospital
in Minneapolis. He lay there a week and they amputated his arm.
A week later he got lockjaw.
On September 29th our little Svend died. He was only eleven
years and one month old. He was such a fine lively little boy and
it was such a deep sorrow for us to lose him. He suffered greatly
while he lay there and one day he asked me, " Why do you think
it takes so long before God comes for me? Do you suppose he
doesn't have a place ready for me?" The morning he died J</)rgen
had left the hospital a few minutes. I was afraid he would slip
away before he returned . I sank on my knees by the bed and
whispered the Lord's Prayer in his ear. I didn't think he could hear
me but when I finished he said Amen out loud and when he saw
his father in the doorway he whi spered " Father, father." He
continued that until his last breath a few minutes later.
We came home before daylight that morning but we walked
outside for a long time. We did not have the heart to go in and
wake the children and tell what we had lost. When we did enter
the house they asked about Svend at once and we had to tell
them that he was at the station. They understood and everyone
wept. It was so sad . I don't think J</)rgen ever quite recovered
from that great grief. I hope the two of them are rejoicing in
God's heaven. People were so kind and sympathetic. We had no
church then and, of course, no church bell. However, when the
fun eral process ion drove through town, Professor T.P. Christensen rang the school bell and all the children were allowed to
follow Svend to his last resting place. I will always remember Mr.
Christensen for that.
Those were strenuous years . We had so little and had to work
so hard to keep things going. I quickly came to feel at home in
Askov but it wasn't so easy for J</)rgen. He had to provide us w ith
food and clothing and also pay everyone we owed so that we
could live as honest people even though we were poor. I don't
think J</)rgen would have settled down there to stay if Svend
hadn't died and been buried there. He never spoke of moving
away after that. Our living conditions improved gradually.
J</)rgen w as an abl e fa rmer. We acquired more cattle and the
crops were good. When we had lived there six years we built a
big new house and a year later a large barn. The children grew
up. The girls went to Des Moines to work and they all attended
Grand View College. It was our great joy that they were good
children . They earned the money for their education themselves
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and they were all trained to teach in our Danish summer schools.
In 1917 a beautiful big church was built in Askov. Before that
we had only had our community hall for church services and
other meetings. Now we had a big roomy church. It was a great
joy because practically all the people in our community were
church people so we were a big crowd that gathered every
Sunday. In 1918 we invited the synod to have its annual
convention in our community. I had been elected delegate to the
annual convention in Ashland the preceding year and carried
with me the invitation to come to Askov for the next convention .
I was glad and proud to do that. It was a wonderful convention.
We also had Sunday School which was conducted in the
local school building. We had almost 200 children at one time .
We had such excellent Sunday School teachers' meetings once a
month in the parsonage. I have often walked to town after a hard
day's work to attend those meetings. It was so stimulating and
what a joy it was to help with this work . I took part in Sunday
School work for almost forty years.
We celebrated our silver wedding in 1920. It was a festive
occasion and we could celebrate it in our home since our new
house was so roomy. Friends and neighbors, letters and
telegrams streamed in the door. Pastor Kj¢>1hede had written a
song for us and his wife another. All of the children were home.
We had so deeply desired to celebrate this day of joy together
and the wish was granted us. Yes, how many good things we had
experienced and how much we had to be thankful for! When
J¢>rgen was sixty years old we held a big party and a barn dance
for the young people in our new barn. We had other festivities as
the years passed by.
However, J¢rgen grew older and thought farming was too dificult when Alex wasn't home to help. We thought he should be
allowed to get out and see the world a bit. J¢>rgen began to talk
about selling the farm . I thought it was terrible to think about
leaving our nice home which we had worked so hard for. In 1924
we sold the farm. It was saddening to move away. We had only
lived there twelve years but it was our own good home which we
had worked hard for. We got a house in town in the trade. The
children thought it was a fine idea that we had moved to town to
live but J¢>rgen didn't care for it so he soon bought eight acres of
land with an old house. He built a small barn and dug a well and
had two cows. It was close to town and now he had something to
work with. I believe he would have been quite content there in
time. We sold a little milk to the neighbors and had some
chickens and J¢>rgen could visit with the farmers on the street.
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We bought a Ford and took a trip down to Nebraska to visit
Agnes .
(After living three years in this house they planned to build a
smaller house.)

Farm in Askov, Minnesota, with log house

On the 17th of May J¢rgen was in town staking out the
corners for the house we were planning to build . He seemed so
cheerful and contented . The next day he was in the field putting
up a fence. We had guests that evening and had such a pleasant
visit with them . Gudrun had just returned from a trip to Denmark
and she was telling us of her experiences. We had coffee about
ten o'clock and the guests departed at about eleven . We slept
soundly all night but at seven-thirty J¢rgen woke and
complained of a bad pain in his chest. We tried to relieve it with
hot compresses but to no avail. Alex went for the doctor. J¢rgen
complained of numbness in his hands and arms. Gudrun and I
rubbed them but suddenly he gasped for breath a few times and
was gone. It was so sudden we could scarcely believe it. He had
been so lively just the day before. He was a good faithful
husband and father, a man whom we and everyone else could
depend upon, a man among men who always wanted to do what
was right.
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My grandmother's written story ends where my own
recollections begin . My earliest one is of traveling from Nebraska
to Askov on the train for grandfather's funeral. Bedstemor
Paulsen lived on for twenty more years and was very much a part
of all our lives until she died May 5, 1947 in my parents' home
near Exeter, Nebraska.
Bedstemor never became an American, or even a DanishAmerican . She immersed herself in the life of the Danish colonies
in which she lived, insulated from the larger American scene and
never gaining confidence in things American. On her extended
visits to our home to escape the harsher winters in Askov where
she continued to make her home, the arrival of Dannevirke
every Thursday was of life-line importance to her. " Have you
seen what it says here about the situation in India?" My mother
could quietly remind her that the same news item appeared in
the Lincoln Journal two weeks before but Bedstemor ignored
such comments.
When a baby boy was
born to my parents in
1939 and had been named
Robert there came a
scathing letter from
Askov. The words fairly
sizzled off the page. Had
they completely lost their
minds? The name Napoleon would be equally
pleasing to the ear, she
wrote, as a name with
that harsh, impossible
English R! (The name was
changed to Donald in
time for the baptism).
Bedstemor was a superb story teller. A whole
generation of Askovites,
now in their 50s and 60s,
remember her vivid accounts of Biblical days as
she told them to Sunday
School classes . Most of
the sixteen of us who
were her grandchildren
Askov 1927
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undoubtedly share memories of being transported to
im ag inary places where trolls traficked about secret to men
and where Lille Claus justifiably brought all that riotous
havoc down on Store Claus . We children could be made
uncharacteristically amenable at the anticipation of a story,
" a spec ial one I've been thinking about all day!" I remember summer nights at Tante Dagny's house in Tyler when
Bedstemor would station herself in a central upstairs hall
from where she would tell her spell-binding tales to all the
cousi ns bedded down in adjoining bedrooms while our
parents enjoyed each others company in peace downstairs.
Another great sorrow occurred in her life when Anna ,
Mrs . William Westerman , the youngest of her children,
died in 1932 of a blood clot at age 26 in Seattle, Washington , after giving birth to a healthy baby girl. Bedstemor did
not feel able to travel so far and Ellen made the long trip
west , the only one of the family to be present for the
funeral. Anna's child , Ellen Miriam , was able to visit her
grand mother only once . The long awaited meeting took
place in April 1947 -o nly a few days before her death . It
was as if she had waited for it before she cou ld take leave
of this earth .

-Eva Nielsen

Eua Nielsen is a children ·s librarian in the Springfield. Oregon school system. She attended Grand
View College. Des Moines. Iowa and receiued B .A. and M.L.S. degrees from the Uniuersity of
Oregon.
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The Partridge
By Martin A. Hansen
(Translated by Inga Wiehl)

"Martin A. Hansen is considered one of the best and
most influential Danish writers of the century. Despite
his premature death in 1955 at the age of forty-six, he
left a rich artistic legacy of novels, short stories, and
travel descriptions as well as essays and books dealing
with historical, cultural and philosophical themes.
'The Partridge' ('Agerh0nenJ is the title story of a collection of twelve short stories, all of which emphasize
artistic expression as self-revelation. It is the means
whereby the artist transforms the world and makes it
new. The twelve stories are divided into three parts,
childhood, adolescence and maturity. 'The Partridge'
belongs with the first group. It tells of the simple faith
which was a reality to the writer as a child. The
elusiveness of that faith, however, is revealed in the
tone of the piece, which reflects the longing of the
adult writer, the Christian existentialist, whose need for
his childhood's faith is as great as it was then. He
yearns for that despite his realization that struggle and
doubt are steady companions on the road towards a
goal that may never be reached, an innocence that
may never be regained. " - Inga Wiehl
They heard the homeless wayfarer outside, the wind . He
seemed tired. He would lie down in the field to rest, only to get
back on his feet again .
Onct in a while the snow would rise by the window, whirl,
dance a polka, and be gone. It is having a look inside, they
thought; it is amused at us, even if there is nothing amusing here.
It was blowing, and the evening wore on. The wind increased,
but languidly, slowly. It dragged through the trees in the garden.
A fretting wind. It behaved like someone who has to tell the truth
but hesitates. This was probably what the grown-ups inside heard
in the petulant wind .
The evening wore on, and snow fell incessantly. At first the
snow flakes were large and broad as they came sailing from the
dark towards the window pane where they became luminous
anemones. Later they grew smaller and tighter, and for a very long
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time they came aslant. Soon they came faster, sweeping horizontally except when the snow halted and turned in his long, white
cloak and looked in.
" Just look at the snow, " said the smallest girl. " Shush" her
sister said . Normally the children rejoiced at snowfall , but that
would not be fitting now, they thought. No more was said all
evening than what the little one had said about the snow. It was
wartime, the first big war, in a remote place, in a modest house,
where something was wrong.
The father was reading the paper. He read the same
paragraph over and over. He would get half-way through, then
start over. The mother darned socks . The needle went fast, in and
out, in and out; she cut the thread, next hole, much too fast. The
children sat close together at a corner of the table and looked at
old magazines. They were very quiet and very good.
In a more gentle light the room would have looked cozy, well
tended, with the doilies, pictures and knickknacks. But from the
ceiling hung an odd, inert thing which gave the room a lifeless
look. The polished, shining brass of the kerosene lamp offered no
comfort, for the lamp was without oil. It just hung where it had
been hung.
The light came from the carbide lamp on the shelf. The father
had tried to shade it, but it still gave off a crude light. The stinging flame was crooked and blue, and it hissed as long as it had
enough energy. For a moment only, just before it died out, the
light seemed human.
The lamp pointed out the worn seats of the furniture and the
spots on the wall paper. It made all the faults show. It accentuated their drawn faces . The room was poor, and so were their
souls which lacked oil for their lamps.
Now and then the wayfarer out there would run an arm down
the chimney and make the stove smoke. The children watched
that with open mouths, faintly smiling. Here at last was
something interesting.
Yet there were live coals in the stove; the room was not entirely without heat. If a stranger had come in, he might not have
noticed anything. Then the parents would do their best. They
took pride in concealing everything to the end.
Now and then friends came to visit. They probably had a
hunch, and some of them had eyes as sharp as the carbide lamp.
They secretly inspected the children's ears. Yes, the ears were
clean, their clothes were mended. They sneaked a look at the
soles of their wooden shoes. Yes they were well kept and newly
repaired . Things were not looking too bad after all. In any case,
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their poverty was neat; it was not the slovenly kind that always
gives itself away.
At first, things had gone quite well for the family. Then the
father was in the army for a long time. Afterwards poor jobs, low
wages, rising prices made the family go downhill. Illness followed. That is a sure thing. Now is my chance, Illness says, when
hardship has had its turn. Frost and snow stopped the father's
spade by which they lived. There was no hiding it now. No one
can hang on by one finger forever. Tidiness had concealed their
poverty so long that by now even the mice had given notice and
stopped coming to the pantry.
The father read the paper, the same paragraph over and over.
The mother's needle went too fast, in and out, in an out.
Next sock, thread the needle, in and out, in and out. It can't
go on like this. Only a little barley porridge. Day after day. Small
plates, less and less. Frost and snow. No more hiding it.
Then what? Certainly the family doesn't lack a way out. They
need only ask someone for a little help. On the wall are pictures
of people who look nice. Come to us, the pictures say. And if
they would not like to do that, why then they can sell the pictures; they would make any wall look homey, so they are
valuable. And there is the hanging lamp; indeed it is useless, it
only hangs and looks sinister. But the mother keeps it so bright
and shining it must be worth a lot of money to anyone who has
oil. And there is the old conch shell on the chest of drawers. It is
precious, for it is strange to listen to, and when father takes it in
his hand, he will relate what he has read about foreign countries- as if it all comes out of the shell. Yes, the family can easily
pull through for a while by selling their things, for everyone in the
room knows that those things have great value.
The father read the paper. The mother darned socks, the
children turned over the soft, fraying leaves of old magazines
almost worn out from being turned; no one spoke, and the evening wore on towards bedtime.
But the wind had risen . It had gained power; it was no longer
an aimless wayfarer but a commander in charge of a large host.
It passed by like a storm, and the snow horses lashed their tails
against the windowpanes. It left their house a dead quiet as it
rode on through the big trees of the churchyard.
In a silent moment like that they heard a hollow tap on the
door. Both kitchen and hallway lay between the living-room and
the front door, but they still heard it-one tap.
They looked at the mother, and she looked at them. her eyes ·
were big, and their own eyes grew big, dark, full of fear. And all
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of them, mother and children, turned their eyes towards father.
he was still looking at the paper, but his eyes did not move, he
was not reading.
He did not turn towards them, and they did not know what
was in his thoughts. He was a man, his mind was different from
theirs, and in a moment of fear they would know nothing about
him if he did not turn to look at them. But mother and children
were bound together. When something unknown approached,
there was fear in them. They remembered too much. One night
when they were asleep, a man had stood outside and knocked at
the door.
You must be off tonight-you are drafted.
It was still wartime.
The father raised his head and looked at the clock that hung
there on the wall. Bi and ti, bi and ti, abide and be quiet.
There was a strange gleam in his eyes, perhaps the secret
answer from a man's soul when he is called by the wild and
unknown. Yes, I will come.
" What was that, " whispered the mother.
He turned and met the many eyes, and strength came into
his.
While his steps faded through kitchen and hallway they sat
listening as quiet and motionless as if he had taken their
breath away.
They heard him open the frost-bound door. The wind rushed
in. Once it was quiet again they heard him ask, "is anybody
there?"
They thought it took long. But although they had heard each
of his steps, they began to tremble when he stood there in the
doorway, serious, wondering. He carried something in his hands.
One of the little girls cried at the sight of it, and it made them
shiver because it to them was so ugly and terrible.
" But what is that," whispered the mother.
" It is a partridge, " answered the father.
Then something happened in their eyes. Then they saw it was
a little partridge.
The father was holding a small, chubby bird in his hands, and
its head rested quietly against his thumb.
" It was lying on the stone step, " he said.
"Yes but, who .. .," began the mother.
" There were no tracks in the snow," answered the father, " it
must have flown against the door."
The mother took the bird; she kissed its wing.
" It is quite warm, come and feel it," she said .
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And the children came and touched the bird. It was indeed
warm under the feathers. It was hard to understand that a dead
bird could be so glowingly warm under its slack wings.
"Strange," said the father mostly to himself, "it was probably
blinded by the snow. But the way it hit that door."
"I can think of an explanation," said the mother. While the little girls gently touched the partridge, the brother sneaked
hesitantly to the window. He pressed his face to the black cold
pane and looked out. He knew what he would see: a dark shape
taller than a man walking among the trees.
The partridge had fallen into the snow, and the warm room
made the snowflakes into shining drops on the curved feathers.
Some people say that the partridge is plainly dressed, and indeed
it is no fashion plate. But it wears with dignity its peasant garb
which has been coloured by brown leaves, ripening wheat, a
pinch of poppy-red, and two drops of the darkness of night. It is
the secret of the field, and whoever knows it must give it another
name, but it must then be kept a secret.
It had pretty little feet, fine and hard. The whole bird was
softly rounded, the head with its half-closed eyes, the beak from
which trickled a little red.
The father sat down again with the paper, but immediatley
after he came into the kitchen to the others. Nearly everyone in
the family shed tears over it, but the partridge was dead; it had to
be plucked, that way why it had come. When the feathers came
off, it looked like nothing, pitifully small. Little crumpled insides,
liver, gizzard. An inconceivably small, firm heart appeared . On
the inside the bird had radiant colours.
The father went outside; he came in again white and snowcovered with a handful of crisp parsley. Fat-the last
perhaps-was put into the frying pan, and potatoes were put on
the stove. Now the mother resolutely used the last resources, but
the bottom was not being scraped in despair, for she prepared a
meal of hope.
Although it was far beyond bedtime, a cloth was spread on
the table, white and beautiful even in the light of the carbide
lamp. But then the lamp was carried outside where it hissed
weaker and weaker, and an expensive candle was lit on the table.
Outside in the dark the wind roared . They washed, combed
their hair and dressed. Then they sat down at the holiday table.
The partridge was shared, and there was only a little for each of
them, but it is true that the little bird fed them all.
Inga Wiehl is presently instructor in Composition and Continental, English and American
Literature at Yakima Valley College in the state of Washington . Her article, Johannes V.
Jensen 's Discovery of America, appeared in The Bridge Number Three in 1979.
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Book Review
By Ejnar Farstrup

Johannes V. Knudsen: The Formation Of The Lutheran Church In
America. Fortress Press; 126 pages. $5.95 .
This well-written and fully documented description of the
merging of four Lutheran church bodies springing from German,
Swedish, Finnish and Danish ethnic backgrounds is not " popular
reading. " It is however a description, much needed, of a process
in which the heritage of each group is r"ecognized and accepted
for what it is in its own right, but also with a keen awareness of
the subtle changes wrought by the impact of living in an environment vastly different from the conditions previously known to
the original immigrants.
Danish life in America has been a constantly changing
phenomenon. All ethnic groups experienced it when they
migrated. The bridging and blending of various cultures and
religious persuasions in America has been, and continues to be,
one of the most fascinating aspects of the human experiment.
Will Herberg's book " Protestant, Catholic-Jew" is an important
study of what happens. He points out how the second and third
generation descendants of the immigrant become increasingly
influenced by the life-styles and attitudes around them. He suggests that the expression 'the melting-pot' may be too radical and
that the word 'transmutation' might be more to the point.
Regardless of terminology it is an actuality that adaptation to the
new world had implications far beyond a change in location:
Dr. Knudsen's description of the background for the merger is
a necessary introduction to the more detailed description of the
technical aspects of the merger process. The book is an authentic
description of the transitional throes of the four bodies involved.
This is especially so for the two smaller - A.E.L.C. (Danish) and
Suomi (Finnish). In terms of chronology the following samples of
key dates reflect the story for the Danes who became involved in
the establishing of the church of the " fathers" on foreign soil :
1868-Danish Lutheran congregations organized in Indianapolis, Indiana, and Manistee, Michigan.
1869-A commission for work among Danish people in
the U.S. is organized by Lutherans in Denmark.
1870-Several Danish pastors, working with the
Norwegian Church, form a Danish-Norwegian Conference
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in the mid-west.
1872-A Mission Society is founded at Neenah, Wisconsin, which later was to be known as the Danish
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America.
1894-A group of pastors and congregations, strongly influenced by the Inner Mission movement in Denmark,
break away from the D.E.L.C.A.
1896- Danish pastors and their congregations leave the
Norwegian Church and merge with the Inner Mission
group to form the United Danish Evangelical Lutheran
Church. Thus Danish Lutherans were divided into two
rather sharply defined denominations for the next 64
years. Pietism and differing views on Holy Scripture were
the primary bones of contention.
1944- The U.D.E.L.C. drops the word 'Danish' from its
name and becomes known as the U.E.L.C.
1952- The Grundtvigian D.E.L.C.A. also drops 'Danish'
and takes the name American Evangelical Lutheran
Church (A.E.L.C.)
1960- The U.E.L.C. merges with the American Lutheran
Church (German origin) and the Evangelical Lutheran
Church (Norwegian) and adopts the name American
Lutheran Church (A.LC.).
1963- The A.E .L.C., after having attempted an affiliation
with the United Lutheran Church as a non-geographical
synod, merges with that church, the Augustana (Swedish)
and the Suomi (Finnish) to form the Lutheran Church in
America. The negotiations are the subject of Dr.
Knudsen's book.
The many aspects of the merger process are well described
by the author, who served as the Secretary of the Joint Commission on Lutheran Unity (J .C.L.U .), which was made up of eleven
representatives from the A.E .L.C., thirteen from the Augustana
Church, nine from Suomi and thirteen from the U.L.C.A. At its
first meeting on December 12, 1956, Dr. Franklin Clark Fry,
whose expertise and vision did much to keep the conversations
on course during the subsequent six years, described the first
meeting as follows:
"The skittish tentativeness usual to such occasions was
not necessary ... we trust each other's sincerity. We
started cutting at once into the snarl of problems in our
path . .. To nobody's surprise we discovered that we were
all Lutherans and that the consensus among us is a thou-
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sand times greater than the minor divergences in terminology resulting from our previous antecedents."
The term "varying antecendents" was descriptive of much
that would characterize the discussions as they took place from
then on. Dr. Knudsen deals with them in relation to nearly every
aspect of the documents and structures which were to be
developed. From the viewpoint of the A.E .L.C. the major hurdle
to overcome was the matter of the emphasis to be placed on Holy Scripture. After all , the heirs of N.F.S. Grundtvig's views had
once, in the days of Adam Dan, been adjudged heretical by
many Lutheran spokesman other than the Danish. They had in
fact been a divisive factor among Danish Lutherans themselves
as noted earlier. The A.E .L.C. had struggled with this item at
several conventions as it prepared itself for participation in the
merger process. As it turned out the Confessional statement of
the L.C.A: was to place the primary emphasis on Jesus Christ and
state that, " in Him, the Word incarnate, God imparts Himself to
man." Scripture is defined not as the 'Word of God, ' but as "the
norm for the faith and life of the church" with the understanding
that the " Holy Spirit uses the proclamation of the Gospel and the
administration of the sacraments to create and sustain Christian
faith and fellowship." This was in no way a compromising of the
stance of the A.E .L.C. Some of the other antecedent bodies had
more hesitation in this regard than did the Danes.
The final outcome of the merger talks can not be said to have
come up with hard and fast answers to all questions. In fact,
several changes have already occurred and more will appear.
And they must! For history continues to challenge us with the unforeseen. Such challenges will be met so long as Christians are
alert to the implication of Christ's message and cognizant of the
world to which it had been directed.
Some of the chapter headings of Knudsen's book indicate the
many organizational matters which had to be dealt with. Among
them were the problems dealing with seminaries, colleges, auxiliaries, structure and relationship of synods, ministers and congregational guidelines, church papers and church school programs, missions and budgets. Knudsen deals with them in precise
and non-technical terms for the most part. One matter which
should have been included, inasmuch as several cultural and
ethnic backgrounds were being melded or at least placed side by
side, is the provision which was made for " Special Interest Conferences" in the new church. Had these not been included, the
transition period would have been much more difficult. The in-
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elusiveness of the LC.A. in this regard is indicative of the concern
for recognizing and accepting each group, with their differing
heritages, without pressuring for uniformity. The LC.A. at present
lists the following Interest Conferences: Danish with its publication "Kirke og Folk," (J . Knudsen, Editor); Finnish with two
publications "lsien Usko" and "Kirkollinen Kalenteri"; German
with its " Kirchliches Monatsblatt"; and Hungarian with " Eros
Var." These all witness to the gunuine concern of America's immigrant Christians to relay the gospel torch to their own as well
as future generations.
In conclusion , it is important to note that there are, once
again, signs of still other mergers to come. One of these involves
the LC.A. and the American Lutheran Church. When, and if, this
should come about it would bring together the descendents of
the two Danish Lutheran churches which went their own ways
back in 1894. For the time being Knudsen's book, coupled with
the last three chapters of Dr. Enok Mortensen's book, " The
Danish Lutheran Church in America;' give us the story of what
happened to date.

Ejnar Farstrup is a Lutheran pastor, presently retired and residing in Buellton , California , who
has serued Danish American congregations for more than 40 years . He was th e last President
of the A.E.L.C. and a member of the Joint Com mission on Lutheran Unity .
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The DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY
established in 1977 in order to accomplish the following:

was

Preserve and promote interest in Danish American traditions.
Collect, evaluate, preserve, and display records (books, pictures,
letters) as well as other artifacts pertaining to the life and culture of
Danish Americans.
Encourage Danish American expression in the arts, humanities,
and social sciences.
Promote research into the life and culture of Danish Americans
and serve as an agency through which resulting studies might be
shared and published.
Seek public and private grants or funds to further projects and
programs sponsored by the Society.
Keep members aware of events and thoughts from contemporary
Denmark.
Provide a means of communication and education for members
through a quarterly publication.
Serve as a clearinghouse and provide information on all phases of
Danish American life.
Organize local or regional chapters to encourage fellowship and to
share ideas.
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